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1V 
Abstract 
XML is is a Markup language, designed for structure data exchange over the web. Its 
flexibility in representing heterogeneous data and its similarity to ASN.1 make it a good way 
to represent and store biology data. BIND is a biological database that has a version in XML 
format and the schema was designed in XML DTD. We redesigned the schema using XML 
Schema to show that using the new comer XML Schema for schema specification is much 
better. In order to extract useful information from large amount of heterogeneous biology 
data in XML, a good query language is essential. We presented a use case for querying 
meaningful biology information in BIND using the XML query language XQuery and 
showed how well the XQuery can be applied to query extremely complex biological data. 
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1. Introduction 
The Extensible Markup Language (XML) is a new Markup language, designed for 
structure data exchange over the web [ISO 8879, Also W3]. Since its advent in 1996, it 
become ubiquitous in many information technology areas, such as web publish, data 
exchange. Many components have been added to XML and they are rapidly being 
standardized. Enormous infrastructure is being developed by software industry and academia 
for using XML-based technologies. XML is specially useful in databases where data is 
semistructured, i.e., not uniformly structured. XML provides a methodology to represent and 
query semistructured data. 
One field that has extremely complex and heterogeneous data sets is biology. Information 
scientists in biology have recongized the usefulness of XML for storage and exchange 
biological data and its similarity to Abstract Syntax Notation One (ASN.I) format that is 
widely used in biology. They have developed software tools that can convert ASN.1 format 
data into XML to represent many biology databases in XML. For representation of schema, 
both Document Type Declaration (DTD) or XML Schema can be used. XML Schema is new 
and much more powerful. But because DTD is part of XML 1.0 specification and has been 
used since the appearance of XML, it is still used in majority of the applications. It is 
expected XML Schema is going to be used more and more and replace DTD in biology 
applications. 
A data repository needs an efficient query language to retrieve data. XQuery [XQuery] is 
designed for query XML format data by W3C. XQuery has some similarity to SQL, but is 
much more powerful in query complex data including those in biology. It has some features 
of procedural languages like function defination, condition expressions so that it can handle 
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complicated data more easily and in a more powerful way. By using XQuery, biologists will 
find it easy to extract desired useful biology information from data that is large, irregular and 
complex. 
In our research, we redesigned schema of Biomolecular Interaction Network database 
[Bader 2000, Bader 2001, Bader 2003 ], a biology database for storing full descriptions of 
biomoleculer interactions, molecular complexes and biological pathways, using ~:ML 
Schema and use it to develop an interesting use case. The main purpose of this exercise is to 
show the superiority of XML schema over DTD in designing schema for complex biological 
~;ML databases on one hand, and on the other show ease of using XQuery to query such data 
for biologically meaningful exploration. 
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. An overview of XML in given next section. 
The current use of XML in biology is discussed in Section 3. New XML Schema basesd 
schema of BIND is presented in section 4 and a detailed schema is given in Appendix A. A 
brief introduction to XQuery is provided in section 5. The use case is presented and 
explained in Section 6 and data set that the use case based on are enclosed in Appendix B. 
The writeup is self contained and accessible to corrimunities in biology and databases 
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2. Qverview of XML 
The Extensible Markup Language (~:ML) is a subset of the Standard Generalized Markup 
Language (SGML) [ISO 8879] that is designed for interchanging structured document over 
the Internet [XML]. SGML is a good approach for reusing the information we work with, but 
it is complex. A simplified version of SGML was announced in 1996 by XML Working 
Group Group under the auspicious of the W3 consortium. The core value that built in XML 
is that of descriptive markup. Historically, the word markup has been used to describe 
annotation or other marks within a text intended to instruct a compositor or typist how a 
particular passage should be printed or laid out. In ~;ML, descriptive markups are used to 
specify the structure and other properties of information in a way that is independent of both 
the system it's created on and the processing to be performed on it [Hollander 2003 ] . 
Currently HTML is the standard for documents on the web. XML is fundamentally 
different from HTML in three aspects. First ~:ML focuses on the meaning of data, while 
HTML focuses its presentation. Second, ~:ML is extensible. Users can define their own tags 
in XML, whereas HTML only has a fixed set of tags with pre-specified meaning. Third, 
XML documents must be well-formed according to a defined syntax and in addition, it may 
be formally validated according to auser-defined scheme. On the contrary, HTML does not 
need to be well-formed or validated. Also, there is no standard methodology for a user to 
specify a document format in HTML. 
An XML document maybe validated by document type definition (DTD) or XML 
Schema. Both DTD and XML schema allow computers to check if an XML document is in 
valid format. XML does not require the presence of a DTD or schema. If no DTD or schema 
is present, an XML system will assign a generic definition for the components of the XML 
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document. Compared to XML Schema, DTD is more widely used simply because it is part of 
XML 1.0 specification and XML schema comes out much later. But XML schema has many 
advantage, I will talk about this in later section. 
Each XML document is made of elements, attributes and/or entities. 
An XML document may consist of one or more storage units. These units are called 
entities. For example, <! ENTITY Bind System "BIND.xml"> defines an entity whose name 
is Bind and whose value is associated with the content of the system file "BIND.xml". 
Entities are only used in DTD. In ~:ML schema, the concept of entity disappears, but XML 
schema still has entity or entities attribute type to be compatible with XML 1.0 entity 
specification. 
Elements are structural components. Different elements are given different names that are 
specified by tags. Each element has astart-tag at the beginning and an end-tag at the end of 
the element. An ~;ML document has only one root element. Other elements should be 
completely contained by the root element, or by an element which is so contained. Elements 
can only nest in another element. No elements can overlap one another. This is the so-called 
well-formed format. 
Attributes in an element provide extra information about the element. Attributes are in 
name= "value "format. The value of an attribute must in quotation marks. 
The examples of elements and attributes can be found in Appendix B. 
Since the advent of XML, quite a few enhancements have been developed for better using 
XML. For example, XML Linking Language [XLink] allows elements to be inserted into 
XML documents in order to create and describe links between resources; XML Pointer 
Language [XPointer] is used as fragment identifier to address internal structure of XML 
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documents. XPointer is based on XML Path Language [XPath], a language designed to 
provide a means of address individual parts of an XML document. And XPath is also used in 
Extensible Style Sheet Language [XSL] for expression stylesheets. XSL specifies the 
presentation of a class of XML document by describing how an instance of the class is 
transformed into an XML document that using formatting vocabulary. XPath has been 
merged with [XQuery] language recently to provide flexible query facility to extract data 
from XML document. The detail introduction about XQuery is given in later part. 
Though XML is only a text language that is primary designed for representing and 
exchanging data, but its format in which structure is added into documents in order to 
simplify and standardize the data exchange has caught a lot of attention in database 
community because this format is extremely similar to semistructured data model [Goldman]. 
Semistructured data is self describing data which is less constrained than those data in 
traditional database. Semistructured data have become a very important field in database for 
the reason that semistructured data are extremely flexible for data exchange between 
disparate database and the data on the web can be viewed as semistructured data. Research 
on semistructured data in recent years has focused on data models, query languages and 
information extraction and integration. With the emergence of XML, a lot of researches on 
semistructured data have been attempted to apply on XML. Lore data model [Goldman] for 
XML is a derivation from well recognized semistructured data model Object Exchange 
Model (OEM) [Abiteboul 1997] and query language lorel for OEM has been modified for 
lore's XML data model. Several other query languages for XML have been developed by 
different research groups, such as XPath 1.0 [XPath 1.0], XQL [Robie], XML-QL [Deutsch], 
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SQL [SQL], OQL [ODMG] and XQuery [XQuery 1.0]. The research on XML is now a very 
hot area in semistructured data. 
Even though XML is a quite new technology and still under development and discussion, 
it has already been used to store and exchange data in many fields such as e-business, 
bibliographic database, medical information, science and so on. There is no question that 
XML will become a major force in the information technology area. 
3. Biological Data and XML 
One of the major fields that use XML enormously is biology. We all know that living 
organisms are extremely complex and dynamic systems. Therefore, the data that reflect the 
static and dynamic biological information or data generated from biological experiments are 
extremely complex and heterogeneous. 
Traditionally, biological data are stored in text files, relational databases or object-oriented 
databases. Among them, text files are the most common way to store biology data because 
they are flexible and do not require computer experts to handle. But it is difficult to prevent 
inconsistencies in data represented in raw text files; it is even more difficult, if not 
impossible, to query and retrieve useful information from text files. For data that is uniformly 
structured, relational database management system (RDBMS) is a suitable and sophisticated 
technology. Relational database management system is a very sophisticate technology. 
Relational databases have very powerful data model and SQL, the structured query language 
for creation, maintenance, and retrieval of data. RDBMS allows constraints and referential 
integrity on data to keep it in consistent state. They provide efficient storage and fast access 
to data through the use of indexes. Query optimizer automatically generates efficient plans 
for execution of queries. That's why RDBMS is now widely used and very successful in 
business and many other areas. Though quite a lot research groups use RDBMS such as 
Oracle, Sybase and Mysql to store biological data, it turns out that relational data model and 
query language are not suitable for complex biology information. Many tables are sparse, 
queries become extremely complicated and the performance is not good. In order to encode 
more complex biology knowledge, Durbin and Thierry-Mieg developed a new obj ect-
oriented database management system ACeDB (A C. elegans Database) [Thierry-Mieg 
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1992]. Though ACeDB was originally designed for worm data, it was so general that it has 
been used for many microbial, plant and animal genomes other than worm. ACeDB provides 
method to store biology knowledge into objects of different classes. Each object is stored as a 
tree according to schema, a hierarchical structure for the class. Maps for objects are 
precomputed and stored as tables for efficiency. The advantage of ACeDB is that the schema 
can be extended and refined without invalidating an existing database. It turns out that XML 
has similarity to AceDB and general enough that it is now the official platform for AceDB. 
The most important data representation format in text file in molecular biology is ASN.1 
or Abstract Syntax Notation One. National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) 
uses ASN.1 to store, retrieve and exchange sequences, structures, genomes and Medline 
records [Ostell 1995]. 
ASN.1 was originally an internationally standardized format for data communication. It is 
used to define OSI (Operating System Interconnection) Application Layer protocols in 
structured format. With ASN.1, the designers of protocol do not need to consider how the 
information is represented while in transit, they only need to describe the information and its 
structure at a very abstract level. ASN.l has several built-in primitive data type (INTEGER, 
REAL, BOOLEAN, VisibleString, NULL, etc.). Other data type can be built up using three 
construction methods: repetition (SEQUENCE OF and SET OF), alternatives (CHOICE), 
and lists of element (SEQUENCE and SET). Once a data type is defined, it can be used to 
define other data types just as a primitive data type. Here is an example from NCBI: 
Date ::= CHOICE { 
str VisibleString, 
std Date-std } 
Date-std ::= SEQUENCE { 
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month INTEGER, 
year INTEGER } 
Here, Date-std is a data type composed of two elements month and year in primitive data 
type INTEGER. The Date data type is a choice of str in ~isbleString type or std in Date-std 
data type. One example data with Date type is as following: 
Date :.=std { 
Month 3, 
Year 2003 } 
Because the way ASN. l describes and exchanges data is very similar to that in XML and 
XML become a ubiquitous way in web publish and data exchange, NCBI began to adopt 
XML as one format to represent all their biological and literature information. They also 
provide a progrom asn2xml, which can convert data specified in ASN.1 format to XML 
format. Unfortunately, they use DTD to define XML elements data type, which is not 100% 
compatible with ASN.l .Yang developed XML Schemas that conform to NCBI's XML DTD 
and suggested NCBI adopt XML Schema in next version [Yang 2003]. (The difference 
between DTD and XML Schema is discussed in next section). 
Actually, NCBI is not the first group that uses XML for biological data. Labbook, INC has 
been developing Bioinformatic Sequence Markup Language (BSML) since 1997 for 
encoding information about biological molecular sequence data [BSML]. AGATE XML is 
another early XML application in biology originally developed by DoubleTwist, INC for 
genomic annotation. After the breakup of DoubleTwist, the AGAVE Community took it over 
and continues to develop it. The latest AGAVE version is defined in XML Schema instead of 
DTD. 
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In recent two years, XML has become a very common format in represent biological data. 
Besides NCBI's genebank, two other major sequence databases in the world, DNA Database 
of Japan (DDBJ) [Miyazaki 2003] and EMBL Nucleotide Sequence Database also use XML 
as a format for their data [Wang 2002]. In addition to these three major sequence databases, 
XML has been widely used for other specific data sets: RNAML is designed for the storage 
and the exchange of information about RNA sequences and their secondary and tertiary 
structures [Waugh 2002]; ProML is designed for protein sequences, structures, and families 
by the Institute for Algorithms and Scientific Computing (SCAI) [Hanisch 2002]; 
BlastOutput is a XML DTD used for Basic Local Alignment Search Tool (BLAST) output 
result; Phylogenetic Markup Language (phyloML) is an XML application for working with 
phylogenetic trees; Gene Expression Markup Language (GEML) is used in GeneX database 
for expression data by National Center for Genome Research. MAGE-ML is another markup 
language for storage and exchange of gene expression data [Spellman 2002]; XOL is an 
XML based ontology exchange language for bioinformatics; System Biology Markup 
Language is designed for representing biochemical reaction networks. 
One special interesting project that uses XML is the Distributed Sequence Annotation 
System (DAS) developed by [Dowell 2001]. This system retrieves required annotation 
information from third -party annotators and integrated together on real-time by client-side 
software. In this way, the system allows annotators to control and update their work without 
much centralized coordination. Thus the DAS was designed as a lightweight system for 
integrating data from a number of heterogeneous distributed databases and the key here is the 
use of XML specification for data exchange standard. This is a good example that shows how 
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well we can use XML to integrate information from distributed and heterogeneous biological 
data repository with limited system and human resource. 
XML is already used in a lot of biological databases and applications. With the 
improvement and standardization of XML, it can be expected that more and more biology 
information systems will use xML for storage, exchange and exploration of biological data. 
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4. XML Schema of Biomolecular Interaction Network Database 
Biomolecular Interaction Network Database (BIND: http://bind.ca) was originally 
developed by Bader G, Hogue C and their colleagues to store full descriptions of 
biomoleculer interactions, molecular complexes and biological pathways[Bader 2000, Bader 
2001, Bader 2003]. The database includes detail molecular and biological information of 
binding objects, such as protein, DNA, RNA, and other molecules, as well as extensive 
description of how, where these objects are bound and what are the effects and results of the 
bindings, it can be used to study the function of biomolecules, to understand the networks of 
biological interactions, to map and compare the pathways across taxonomic branches, to 
generate information for kinetic simulations and to do data mining in many other biological 
knowledge domains including literature and belief[Bader 2000]. 
The detail description of the schema of the original BIND, also know as data specification 
were described in [Bader 2000]. It is written in ASN.l format, which is same as the data 
specifications in NCBI. That will help to import and refer data in NCBI. The data 
specifications in XML DTDs are also available, which is generated by program asn2xml in 
NCBI toolkit. 
Our schema for the interaction database is based on the BIND data specification. In this 
thesis we suggest some changes in BIND and also suggest that the use of XML Schema 
instead of XML DTDs. Some. of the changes in BIND are related to the biological content of 
information, the others are structural changes that brings in some object oriented features of 
XML. Because the authors of BIND did a thorough job in designing the data specifications, 
our proposal ask for minor but useful changes. In order to keep our focus on the main theme 
of the thesis, the query of biological information, we are not going to paint out every change 
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we made, but interested readers can find these changes in Appendix A. Our improvements 
range from changes in the structure of some elements, to addition of some inner elements or 
attributes in some elements. The modifications make these elements more meaningful for 
storing biological data and facilitate easier query using XQuery, the standard query language 
for XML. Because our improvements in BIND do not alter its basic structure, we continue to 
use the term BIND for our framework. 
As stated above, we also suggest the use of ~;ML Scheme instead of ~:ML DTD to 
describe for building schema for a XML documents [W3 C] . Although DTD are an integral 
part of the XML l .Ospecification and still most-widely used for schema design in XML, 
XML Schema is new but significantly more powerful. Some reasons for justifying our choice 
are as follows: 
• XML schema has enhanced data types defined by W3 C, such as integer, Boolean, 
ID, String. Developers can create their own data types based on previous defined data 
types. It has object oriented property that new data type inherits definition of the 
parent data types. In our schema, we define four simple data type and twelve complex 
data type. The simple data type opij~ion inherits the build-in type String and only 
allows the elements using this type to have one of the three values: support, none, or 
dispute (see Appendix A). 
• XML schema is written in the same syntax as XML document, while DTD is not, 
that makes the syntax of ~:ML schema easy to understand by humans. In addition, the 
evolving XML technology will cater more readily to XML Schema. 
• When necessary, XML schema can be deployed to ignore the order among child 
elements and allow child element to have alternative type, while DTD definition does 
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not have this flexibility. This became one of the problems that occurred when transfer 
ASN.1 documents into XML defined by DTD, because ASN. l allows choice of 
specifications of a data type. This problem forces the converting program to add an 
extra layer of tags to get around and make the ~;ML document looks awkward and 
unintuitive. For example, the ~S:ML representation of previous Date example in 









Date_std is an extra layer for adjust choice feature in ASN. l . If XML is defined in 
~;ML this layer will be removed. 
• XML schema can specify element content as being unique within a document or a 
region, which can be regarded as a representation of a single object. Then the object 
can be reused by reference without having to physically instantiate it every time it is 
used. DTDs do not allow such referencing mechanism. The use of XML will reduce 
the cost of storage, modification and query, which is frequently used in our new 
schema for BIND, such as the BIND objects. 
• DTD require element name to be unique across the whole DTD specification, while 
XML schema only require no two immediate child elements of an element to share 
same name, which is exactly like ASN.1. For example, two data type Protein and 
Gene defined in ASN.l as following: 
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Protein ::= SEQUENCE { 
name VisibleString, 
length INTEGER } 
Gene ::= SEQUENCE { 
name VisibleString, 
length INTEGER } 
If we define these two data types using DTD, name and length child elements must be 
made unique in ~:ML to be distinguished: 
<!ELEMENT Protein (Protein name, Protein length )> 
<!ELEMENT Protein name (#PCDATA)> 
<!ELEMENT Protein length (#PCDATA)> 
<! ELEMENT Gene (Gene name, Gene length)> 
<!ELEMENT Gene name (#PCDATA)> 
<!ELEMENT Gene length (#PCDATA)> 
This limitation causes another problem for converting ASN. l document to XML. The 
program has to arbitrary change the name of tags to avoid errors, which causes 
inconsistent between two versions of data. If use XML schema for data type 
specification; the conversion will be seamless. 
• The use of substitution elements in ~;ML schema will give us the flexibility to 
choose different names for the same data type in different situation, which makes the 
presentation of data more meaningful. 
• XML schema allows an element to be defined with nil content to mimic a null 
value in a database. Such null values do not have to be terminal atomic values, but 
they can also be sub-elements of an element. 
Due to the advantages of XML schema list above, it is obvious to see that the data 
specification defined in XML schema are much better than in DTD. 
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The schema of the BIND is very complicated, reflecting the complexity of biological data. 
We briefly outline the whole schema here, only emphasize the changes that we made, skip 
those details that are same as the original schema. A very detailed schema diagram in html 
format can be accessible at http://www.public.iastate.edu/~yuanlin/BIND.html and word 
version in is enclosed in Appendix A. 
The root element is called 1Vlolecular~ Bind. It contains four basic elements for the 
database, BIND_OBJECT SET, BIND_interaction set, B~ND_Complex set, 
BIND~athways, which are the fundamental components of BIND (figure 1). 
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Figure 1. Root element and its child elements. 
The first basic element, BIND_OBJECT SET is used as a repository for BIND_objects. 
Each BIND_object is an element representing information of a biomolecule that participates 
in a biological or chemical interaction, or a molecule that results from an interaction. Each 
distinct molecule is represented by only one BIND_object. The uniqueness is enforced by the 
bind object id attribute in ID attribute data type. Every time a molecule is involved in an 
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Figure 2 BIND object element. 
interaction it can be referred by its ID. The BIND object is not designed in this way in 
original BIND ASN.l specification. Because it is an inner element of element BIND-
Interaction, the original BIND specification would require multiple copies of the same object 
to be instantiated in a document for every interaction of it takes part in. A BIND object has a 
short label element to represent its name and it could have other names (Figure 2). 
BIND_object can be DNA, RNA, protein or other small molecule. Therefore, we invoke the 
"choice" feature of XML Schema to model the type of BIND object to be any one of DNA, 
RNA, protein, or a small molecule. DNA, RNA and protein are all biology sequences and 
have very similar properties, so their data specifications here are all identical and are all 
instances ofpre-defined BIND_id data type. Using same data type for different elements will 
make XQuery easy to use. I will show some examples in use case section. The BIND_id is a 
complex data type. It includes child elements gi and di to store NCBI gi and di number. 
These two elements can refer data in NCBI Entrez system, thus extend BIND. The 
homologous sequence set child element of BIND_id is a new element we have added. It is 
used to record information of homologous sequences of a sequence. Another child element of 
BIND_object, cell stages contains a list of cell stages in which the object is found or 
expressed. 
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The second basic element of the BIND is BIND complex set. It is the set for 
BIND complex objects (Figure 3). BIND complex has a short label element just as that in 
BIND_object, using same name in some circumstance significantly makes the query easier. 
This would not have been possible with the DTD. A complex is the result of multiple 
biomolecules binding together. A sub-num element stores the number of obj ects in the 
complex and subunits element stores the ID of each object. The interaction information of 
subunits is not redundantly stored in the element, it can be found by using the interaction ID 
stored in interaction list. 
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Figure 3. BIND_complex element. 
The third basic element BIND interaction set contains many instances of 
BIND interaction element, which is definitely the most complex element in BIND. Each 
BIND interaction has six child elements: record date, update set, BIND interaction a, 
BIND_interaction_b, BIND_interaction_description and publication set. 
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Figure 4. BIND_interaction element 
The record date element is used to store most recent recording data and the update set is 
used for historical update information. These two objects are defined exactly as original 
BIND. 
The BIND_interaction_a and BIND_interaction_b elements each have only one attribute 
in XML Schema's IDREF data type, which is used for referring bind objects by their ID. A 
bind object can be a basic BIND_obect or a BIND_complex, but since the two data types have 
same ID attribute type, we do not need to specify which kind of object BIND interaction a 
or BIND_interaction_b refers to. Again, this is a good feature that is only available in ~;ML 
Schema, not DTD. 
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Figure 5. BIND interaction description element. 
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The detail information of the interaction is inside the BINS interaction_description 
element (Figure 5). This element has six types of child elements. (1). The 
simple descriptton element is used to give a brief description of the interaction. (2). The 
place elements could have multiple instances to specify where in the cell the interaction takes 
place. A place is represented by a general lace, which is a choice of 19 general lace. If 
necessary, a speci zc~lace element is used. (3). BIND condition set is another child 
element of BIND_interaction_description, which lists the experiment conditions that are used 
to observe the interaction. (4). When two biomolecules, such as proteins, interact with each 
other, not every amino acid of the proteins are involved in the interaction, only certain 
domains of one protein interact with certain domains of the other. In order to store binding 
sites, a BIND location child element of BIND interaction description is used. The BIND_ 
location has a child element general location, which itself has two elements oject a sites 
and object b sites for binding sites in object A and object B respectively and a 
BIND_location~air set for referring every pair of contact sites. Each child bind site 
element of oject a sites and object b sites are also uniquely represented by XML Schema's 
ID attribute data type. Therefore, they can be referred in the inner elements, location air, of 
BIND_location~air set. In the original BIND ASN.I specification, the binding sites axe 
internally numbered for internal reference. But this reference is ambiguous because binding 
sites for different interaction could have same reference number. It is much better to use 
~;ML Schema's ID data type so that the reference becomes unique. (S). Child element, 
BIND action set, of BIND interact descriptton describes the chemical actions and results of 
the interaction. It could have multiple Bind action (Figure 6) elements. BIND action has a 
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Figure 6. BIND action element.the interaction. 
child element action direction, which indicates binding direction. The action type is defined 
in action type element. The type is a choice of eight different elements. An action could 
generate several results, which are specified in result elements. The result element stores 
three different kinds of result information in three optional child elements in sequential order. 
The first one is result object, which represents the biomolecule generated by the interaction. 
It contains an attribute in IDREF type to refer either a BIND_object or a BIND_complex. The 
second one is translocation, which stores information of biomolecules that are translocated in 
the process of interaction. translocation has child elements~from and to for the start cell 
location and end cell location. The translocation objects are indicated by element 
bind object. The third one BIND signal is used for storing chemical signal information in 
the signaling pathways. BIND signal has an action element indicating the type of signal. The 
signal also has direction, which is stored in signal-direction. BIND kinetics and 
conditions dependency are two other child element of BIND action. BIND kinetics stores 
kinetics and thermodynamic data and conditions dependency refer a list of experimental 
conditions that were used to observe this cb emical action. They are defined in the same way 
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as in the original BIND specification. (6). The last child element of 
BIND interaction description is bind state. The definition of this element is simplified from 
the original BIND specification. It is used for storing information on chemical state of 
binding objects, including protein phosphorylation situation. 
The last of the four basic elements in BIND is BIND~athways. This element contains 
multiple child elements BIND~athway (Figure 7). Each BIND~athway is used to store 
information for a metabolic or signaling pathway. The information stored in this element are 
collected and sorted out from related interactions in the BIND interaction set. 
BIND~athway containsthe following: (1). a short name element for a simple name of the 
pathway; (2). A Date element for the entering date; (3). A updates element for historical 
updates information; (4). A pathway steps element for each interaction that occurs in the 
pathway, the interaction is also referred by its ID; (5). A description element for general 
description; and (6). A publication set for the literature about the pathway. 
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Figure 7. BIND-pathway element 
In addition to the four basic elements in BIND, another child element of the root element - 
experimental system-set, is used to store the information of experimental systems that are 
used to observe the interactions. Each experimental system entry, just like all the other 
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entries of basic element data type, has a unique ID so that the experiment system is just 
referred by the interaction record, allowing less redundant information to be written to BIND. 
Even though that the BIND schema is very complicated, it is still a very general way to 
describe the molecule interaction in biology, in many special cases, information can not be 
stored in the database with this schema. The schema will be too complicated if we try to put 
everything of biology into a database. But using XML schema, it becomes easy when 
extension or modification of a schema is needed. 
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5. XQuery: A Query Language for XML 
General Introduction 
XML is used as a storage model for representation and exchange of information among 
various applications. It is natural to expect that when the data become large and extremely 
heterogeneous, such as BIND, using a query language to query desired information becomes 
necessary. 
In order to guide W3C members and other interested groups to design an acceptable query 
language, W3C XML Query Group provided a set of requirements for XML Query [XML 
QUERY REQUIREMENT]. The requirements require the language: must use at least one 
human readable syntax; must be declarative; must be protocol independent; must be 
namespace aware; must coordinate with XML Schema; must support simple and complex 
data types; must work even if schemas are unavailable; must support universal and existential 
quantifiers; must support operations on hierarchy and sequence of document structures; must 
be able to handle error; must be able to traverse ID reference; and must be able to transform 
and to create XML structure. 
Based on these requirements, XQuery is designed by XML Query and XSL Working 
Groups [XQuery 1.0]. It is derived from Quilt, which itself borrowed some features from 
several other languages including XPath 1.0 [XPath 1.0], XQL [Robie], XML-QL [Deutsch], 
SQL [SQL] and OQL [ODMG]. The newer XQuery 1.0 merged and extended the 
specification of XPath Version 2.0. The basic introduction of XQuery 1.0 could be found in 
XQuery 1.0: An XML Query Language [XQuery 1.0] .There are several other documents on 
W3C website that introduce different specifications of XQuery [Katz 2002]. The [XQuery 
1.0 and XPath 2.0 Data Model] defines precisely the information contained in the input to an 
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XQuery processor and all permissible values of expressions in the XQuery languages. The 
[XQuery 1.0 and XPath 2.0 Formal Semantics] describe the underline algebra formally 
defining the language. The [XQuery 1.0 and XPath 2.0 Functions and Operators] describes 
the basic functions and operators on Schema datatypes and XQuery nodes and node 
sequences that XQuery supports. 
Data Model 
The query data model provides an abstract representation of XML documents or document 
fragments. The data model is based on the notation of sequence, which is an ordered 
collection of zero or more items. An item maybe either a node or an atomic value. A node is 
one of seven node kinds includes element, attribute, text, document, comment, processing 
instruction, and namespace nodes. Nodes may have child nodes, thus XML naturally have 
hierarchies. A node can have type or name, or both. Nodes also have implicit identity, so 
nodes are distinguished from each other even if their names and values are the same. An 
atomic value is an instance of a built in data type, defined by XML schema. In addition to 
sequences, the query data model also defines error values, used when an expression that was 
evaluated have an error. 
Input XML documents for a query are transformed into query data model. The documents 
are parsed, validated against a corresponding schema, represented as a sequence of hierarchy 
of nodes and atomic values and labeled with type information. If no schema is specified, a 
default schema is used for validation. 
The result of a query maybe transformed back from data model into XML document by 
serialization process. Interestingly, the result is not required to be a well formed XML 
document; for example it can be an atomic value, e.g. a numeric number 10. This feature in 
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XQuery is intentional, in order to make result of a query to be usable by an application that 
may expect the data to arrive in a specific format that is not necessarily an XML document. 
This makes sharing of XML information easier. 
Expressions 
XQuery language composed of different basic kinds of expressions. Here I briefly 
introduce them one by one. 
(1). Primary Expressions 
Primary expressions are the basic primitives of the language. They include literals, 
variables, function calls, and the use of parentheses to control precedence of operators. 
Literal expression represents an atom value, such as numeric values or a string. A variable 
evaluates to the value to which its name is bound in the evaluation context. A variable is 
represented by a name that begins with a dollar sign, e.g. $x, $sign. The definition and use of 
parentheses and function calls are very similar to those in a programming language like C, 
parenteses make it explicit, the order in which an expression should be evaluated, and a 
function call have a function name, followed by a a parenthesized list of zero or more 
parameters. Functions are either defined in [XQuery 1.0 and XPath 2.0 Functions and 
Operators] or user defined. A function must have a name, may take zero or more named 
parameters, must contain a function body and give a result. It is optional for a function to 
specify the type of parameter and result type. If types are not specified, the parameters or 
result can the any type. 
(2). Path Expressions 
Path expressions were origally defined in XPath; now XPath, a seperate standard by itself, 
has been merged into XQuery 1.0. A path expression consitsts of steps, seperated by "/". A 
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step generates a sequence of items and then filters the sequence by zero or more predicates. 
The value of the path expresson is the node sequence that results from the last step in the 
path. 
A step may consist of a primary expression, a forward step or a reverse step. The later two 
are axis steps. A axis step has two parts: an axis, which defines the "direction of movement" 
for the step, and a node test, which specifies the node kind and/or name of the nodes to be 
selected by the step. XQuery supports five forward axis: "child::", "descendant::", 
"attribute::", "self::", "descendant-or-self::" and one reverse axis: "parent::". Here is one 
example of path expression that contains forward axes: 
document("example. xml")/child:: div 1 /descendant-or-self:: div2 [attribute:: attr 1 ] . 
Path expression can also be written in abbreviated syntax. The "child::" can be omitted, 
"descendant-or-self::" can be replace by another "/" and "attribute::" can be substituted by 
"~~". So the above example can also be written as 
"document(`example. xml')/div 1 //div2 [ ~~ attr 1 ]". 
Predicates are expressions enclosed in square brackets. They are used to filter a sequence 
of values. A predicate can filter by position, such as "child::lealj2]", which selects the second 
leaf element of current node; or by value, such as descendant::boy[attribute::age = "12"]; or 
by element name such as school[biology], which select school element, which have biology 
subelement. 
(3). Arithmetic and logical Expressions 
XQuery provides arithmetic operators for addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, 
and modulus ("+", "-", "*", "div", "idiv", "mod"), in their usual binary and unary forms. It is 
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worth to point out here that XQuery uses two division operaters, "div" returns double type 
even if both the operands are integer type, whereas "idiv" returns integer type. 
Logical expressions are built using and and or operators to combine locigcal conditions. 
Logical expression can be used in predicate or FLWR expression (FLWR expression will be 
described shortly.). 
(4). Comparison Expressions 
There are four kinds of comparison expr~sion in XQuery. Value comparisons are used to 
compare single values, which contains operators: eq, ne, lt, le, gt, ge. General comparison 
contains operators: _, !_, >, > _, <, <_. The operands of general comparison are sequences 
of any length. Node comparison compare the identities of two nodes using the operators, 
"is "and "isnot ". Order comparisons compare the position of two nodes. A comparison with 
the < < operator returns true if the first operand node appears earlier than the second operand 
node in document order; otherwise it returns false, while > > operator returns opposite 
results. 
(5). Constructors 
Constructors in XQuery create ~:ML structures, which can be nearly any kind of node 
defined in the [XQuery 1.o and XPath 2.o Data Model]. A constructor can be an element 
construct that creates an ~:ML element. For example, <data>4</data>, <data> {2+2}</data> 
are two constructor expressions generate element "data" with same value 4. The curly brace 
enclosed expressions are evaluated and replaced by their value. A construct can also be an 
computed constructor. A computed constructor begins with a keyword that identifies the type 
of node to be created: element, attribute, document, or text. The keyword element or attribute 
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is followed by the name of the node to be created (document and text nodes have no name), 
e.g. element data("4"). 
(6). FLWR Expressions 
FLWR expression is the analogue of the select-from-where syntax in SQL. It provides 
function for iteration and binding of variables to intermediate results. This kind of expression 
is useful for computing joins between two or more documents and for restructuring data. 
FLWR expressions are the most important part of XQuery. FLWR is the combination of the 
fisrt letter of 4 keywords: for ,let, where and return,. each representing a clause in a FLWR 
expression. In addition an "order by" clauses is also allowed in a FLWR expression. 
For and let clauses are used to generate a tuple stream in which a tuple consists one or 
more bound variables. 
A simple for clause contains one variable that evaluates an associated expression and 
iterates over the items in the resulting sequence, binding the variable to each item in turn. 
Several examples will be given in next section. Amore complex for clause contains several 
variable, each iterates items in an associated expression. The result is an tuple stream. Each 
tuple in the stream is a combination of values in the Cartesian product of the sequences 
resulting from evaluating the given expressions. The order of the tuples is determined by the 
order of the given expressions. Here is an example: for $a in (1,3), $b in (2,4), the result 
stream is: ($a=1; $b=2), ($a=1; $b=4), ($a=3;$b=2), ($a=3;$b=4). 
Like for clause, a let clause also contains one or more variables, each with an associated 
expression. However, a variable binds to its expression without iteration. For example, let 
$a:=( <a/>, <b/>, <c/>) returns only one tuple $a=<a/><b/><c/>. 
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Where clause is used for filtering tuples generated from for or let clause. It is similar to the 
where clause in SQL. If a tuple safistes the condition in the where clause it is retained, 
otherwise the tuple is thrown away. 
Return clause returns the result tuples of FLWER expression in the format defined by 
other expressions in the return clause. If an order by clause is present, the tuples are return in 
th order specified in order by clause. 
(7). Conditional Expressions 
Condition expressions evaluate an test expression. Like conditional expression in many 
programming languages, the keywords are: i ,then, else. The conditional expression can be 
utilized in useful ways in return clause. When an evaluation is true, the first result expression 
is returned, otherwise the second expression is returns if the second one exists. 
(8}. Quantified Expression 
Quantified expressions support existential and universal quantification. Aquantified 
expression begins with a quantifier, some or every, followed by one or more in-clauses that 
are used to bind variables, then followed by the keyword "satisfies" and a test expression. 
Each in-clause associates a variable with an expression that returns a sequence of values. As 
in the case of afor-clause in a FLWR expression, the in-clauses generate tuples of variable 
bindings, using values drawn from the Cartesian product of the sequences returned by the 
binding expressions. Conceptually, the test expression is evaluated for each tuple of variable 
bindings. The result depends on the test expression. If the quantifier is "some", the result will 
be true if at least one test expression is true. If the quantifier is "every", the result will be true 
only if all the test expression are true. 
9. Expressions on Sequence Types 
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When writing a query, it is sometimes necessary to refer to a type. One way to refer to a 
type is using sequence type expressions: instance o, f; typeswitch, cast, tastable, and teat 
expressions. 
Instance of test whether an expression is of a specific type. The typeswitch expression is 
similar to the switch statement in C. A typeswitch expression evaluates a test expression and 
depending upon the result, it goes to a case clause that matches the value of the test 
expression or otherwis a default cause. The value of the typeswitch expression is the return 
expression in the corresponding case cause or default cause. cast expression converts a value 
to a specific type and tastable expression tests if a given value can be converted to a specific 
type. The treat clause are similar to cast clause. The difference between cast and treat, is cast 
changes the type of an expression but treat just ensure that an expression has an expected 
type at evaluation time. 
Structure of a Query 
In XQuery, a query contains two parts, a Query Prolog followed by a Query Body. Query 
prolog is a series of declarations that create the environment for query processing, includes 
namespace declarations, schema imports, xmispace declaration, a default collation and some 
function definitions. Query Body consists of a sequence of expressions that define the result 
of the query. Query Prolog is only needed if the query body depends on one or more 
namespaces, schemas, or functions. 
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6. A XQuery Use Case for Querying BIND 
Though XQuery is still in draft stage, it is going to becoming a standard for retrieving 
information from XML data sources. In order to probe how well XQuery can be used on 
complicated biological database and retrieve some meaningful biological information, we 
have build a use case that applies XQuery to the BIND database. 
Based on the BIND XML schema that contains four basic elements, I created four seperate 
XML documents: BIND_OBJECT.xml for storing bind objects information; 
BIND_INTERACION.xml for storing interaction information; BIND_COMPLEX.xml for 
storing biocomplex information; and BIND_PATHWAY.xml for pathway information. 
These XML documents are enclosed as Appendix B. The four ~:ML documents shared a 
single XML schema and they could be merged into one XML document. However, due to 
large volume of data, it is better to put information of different data types into seperate 
documents for better organization. 
The ~:ML documents for BIND could contain information for all the biological bindings. 
In our case study, we have chosen epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) signaling 
pathway in human, worm and fruit fly as a sample dataset because of its biological popularity 
and importance. The suitable complexity of this pathway is another reason that we use this 
pathway as an example. 
The activity of epidermal growth factor (EGF} and its receptor, the EGFR, have been 
identified as key drivers in the process of gene expression, apoptosis, cell growth and 
replication. EGFR signaling pathway has been shown to take a very active role in many 
aspects of cancer biology. High levels of EGFR have been observed in prostate, breast, 
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gastric, colorectal and ovarian cancers [Baselga 1999], thus, proteins involved in EGFR 
pathway have been regarded as good candidate target for anti-cancer drug. 
The EGFR pathway in human is a very complex network. EGFR family has four closely 
related receptors, ErbBl, ErbB2, ErbB3 and ErbB4. Receptors are inactive in single unit 
format and only by forming a homo-dimer or hetero-dimer, the receptors can activate 
downstream protein when themselves are activate by ligands, such as EGF, NGF, TGFa, see 
Figure 8. The EGFR can signal via Ras and MAPK proteins (Figure 9 [About EGFR]), or 
via PLCy and IP3R proteins (Figure 10 [About EGFR]). It is well known that MAPK is also 
involved in many other signaling pathways, such as TGFR and G-protein-coupled-receptors 
(GPCR) pathways, so EGFR pathway crosstalk to other important pathways, which 
tremendously increases the complexity of the biological signaling network. 
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Figure 8. The EGFR Family. [About EGFR] 
EGFR is also a conserved pathway. We can find very similar pathways in C. elegans 
(Worm) and D. melanogaster (Fruitfly), though the pathways in these two model organisms 
are much simpler. Many proteins involved in EGFR pathway in human can also find 













Figure 9. Signal Via downstream Raf, MAPK proteins 
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Figure 10. EGF activates via PLCy and IP3R. 
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Our use case consists of 10 queries that a biologist may ask on EGFR pathway. We 
investigate how these queries can be expressed in XQuery, the standard query language for 
XML. The results of these queries when applied to the instance of the database shown in 
Appendices B are also stated. 
(1). Find all the proteins that bind to ErbBl. 
let $PID:= document("BIND_OBJECT.xml")//BIND_object 
where $x/short_label/text()="ErbB 1 "return $x/~~BIND_obj ect_id 
for $p in documnt("BIND_INTERA.CTION.xml")//BIND_interaction 
where $p/BIND_interaction_a/~~BIND_object_id=$PID and 
$p/BIND interaction b/ID(~~BIND_object id, "BIND_OBJECT.xml")/type/local-





if ($p/BIND interaction a/@BIND object_id=$PID) then 
$pBIND_interaction b/ID(@BIND_object_id)/short label/textO 
else 





<protein>ErbB 3 </protein> 
<protein>ErbB4</protein> 
This query first use variable $PID to bind an BIND object id attribute node that uniquely 
identifies an BIND object node whose short label subelement has value equals to "ErbB 1 ". 
Then the query use variable $p to iterate BIND_interaction nodes in the 
BIND_INTERACTION.xml document, to find all the BIND_interaction nodes that satisfy 
one of the BIND_object in the interaction is the object identified by $PID and the other 
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BIND object is in protein type. The name of the other BIND_object is returned by return 
clause. The object identified by $PID can eithere be BIND interaction a or 
BIND interaction b. So a condition expression is used to give result based on different 
situations. The document() and IDQ are functions defined in [XQuery 1.0 and XPath 2.0 
Functions and Operators]. document() parses the designated XML documents into a 
hierarchy of node elemetnts and IDQ returns a node identified by the ID passed in. Here the 
use of ID() is extended. In [XQuery 1.0 and XPath 2.0 Functions and Operators] can only 
refer to node in same XML document, I use it to refer to a node in other documents by 
passing the documents' names to it. By this way, we do not need to open another for cause to 
iterate nodes in other documents for join, which greatly reduced the complexity. 
(2). Find the homologous proteins of the human protein 11~fEK and homologous proteins of 
MEK's binding protein. 
define function find bind by_name($object as element) as element* 
for $p in documnt("BIND_INTERACTION.xml")//BIND interaction 
where $p/BIND_interaction_a,/~~BIND object_id=$object/~~BIND_obj ect id and 
$p/BIND_interaction b/ID(~~BIND_object_id, "BIND_OBJECT.xml")/type/local-
name()="protein" or $p/BIND_interaction b/~~BIND_object id=$object/~i~BIND_object_id 




if ($p/BIND interaction a/@BIND_object_id=$object/@BIND object_id) then 





let $x:= document(BIND_OBJECT.xml)//BIND_objec 
where $proteinishort_label="MEK", 
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let $proteins:=concatenate($x,find bind by name($x)) 
for $p in $proteins 
return { 
<protein> 
<human> {$p/short label/text()} </human> 








































This query defines a function find bind byname in query prolog part that when give an 
BIND object nodes it returns a set of BIND object nodes that binds to that given node. 
In the query body, the query first use a let cause to bind $x to a BIND_object node with 
name "MEK". Then the BIND objects that interact with $x are found by invoking the 
defined function. The result nodes are cancatenated with $x using XQuery built in function 
cancatednatedQ and assigned to $proteins. Finally, the query uses an outer for cause to 
interate $proteins that contains a set of BIND_object nodes, and uses an inner for clause to 
find homologous BIND objects of each BIND object in $proteins and returns their names 
and organism names. 
(3) Find interactions that start with EGF. 
define function find bind by_object($object as element, $organism as string, $bind as 
element) as element* 
{ 
for $p in documnt("BIND INTERACTION.xml")//BIND interaction 
where (($p/BIND interaction a/@BIND object_id=$object/@BIND_object_id and 
if right_organism($p/BIND interaction b/ID(@BIND_object_id, "BIND_OBJECT.xml 
BIND COMPLEX.xml" ), $organism) and ($p//action direction="a-b" or 
$p//action direction="none") or 
$p/BIND_interaction b/@BIND object_id=$object/@BIND_object_id and 
if right_organism($p/BIND_interaction a/ID(@BIND_object_id, "BIND_OBJECT.xml 
BIND COMPLEX.xml"), $organism) and ($p//action direction="b-a" or 




<BIND OBJECT A>{$p/BIND interaction a/ID(@BIND object id, 
`BIND OBJECT.~unl BIND COMPLEX.xml")/short label/textO}</BIND OBJECT A> 
<BIND OBJECT B>{$p/BIND interaction b/ID(@BIND_object_id, 
`BIND OBJECT.xml BIND COMPLEX.xml")/short labeUtextO}</BIND_OBJECT B> 
</BIND PAIR — — — 
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for $action in $p/BIND action 
return { 
{for $obj in $action//result object 
return 
{ <RESULT OBJECT> { 
$obj/ID(@bind object_id, ̀ BIND OBJECT.xml 
BIND COMPLEX.xml")/short label/textO} 
</RESULT OBJECT> 
find bind hy_object($obj/ID(@bind object_id, 
"BIND_OBJECT.~nI BIND COMPLEX.xml")), $organism,"") 
} 
} 
{for $obj in $action//translocation/bind object 
return 
{ <TRANSLOCATION OBJECT> 
$obj/ID(@bind_object_id, "BIND OBJECT.xml 
BIND COMPLEX.xml")/short label/text() 
</TRANSLOCATION OBJECT> 
if(node equal($obj/ID(@bind_object_id, 
`BIND OBJECT.a~ml BIND COMPLEX.xml"), 
$p/BIND_interaction a/ID(@BIND object_id, 
BIND_OBJECT.xml BIND COMPLEX.xml")) or 
node equal($obj/ID(@bind object_id, "BIND_OBJECT.xml 
BIND COMPLEX.xml"), 
$p/BIND interaction b/ID(@BIND object_id, 
`BIND_OBJECT.xml BIND_COMPLEX.~nI"))) then Q 
else 
find bind by_object($obj/ID(@bind object_id, 




if($p/BIND_interaction a/~~BIND_object id=$object/~~BIND_object_id) then 
find bind by_object($p/BIND_interaction b/ID(~z?~BIND_object_id, 
"BIND_OBJECT.xml BIND_COMPLEX.xml"),$organism, "") 
else 
find bind by_object($p/BIND_interaction_a~IID(~~BIND_object_id, 
"BIND_OBJECT.xml BIND_COMPLEX.xml"),$organism, "") 
} 
} 




if($x instance of BIND object) then{ 











if(if right_organism($x/subunits/BIND object[1]/ID(@BIND object_id),$organism) 







let $x:= document(BIND_OBJECT.xml)//BIND_object 
where $protein/short_label="EGF" 
return 
find bind by_obj ect($x, "human","") 
Expected result: 
<BIND PAIR> 
<BIND OBJECT A>EGF</BIND OBJECT A> 
<BIND OBJECT B>ErbB 1-ErbB2</BIND OBJECT B> 
</BIND PAIR> 
<RESULT OBJECT>EGF-ErbB 1-ErbB2~/RESULT OBJECT> 
<BIND PAIR> 
<BIND OBJECT A>EGF-ErbB 1-ErbB2</BIND OBJECT A> 
<BIND OBJECT B> Shc </BIND OBJECT B> 
</BIND PAIR> 
<BIND PAIR> 
<BIND OBJECT A>EGF-ErbB 1-ErbB2</BIND OBJECT A> 




<BIND_OBJECT_A> PLC~y </BIND_OBJECT A> 
<BIND OBJECT B> PKC</BIND OBJECT B> 
</BIND PAIR> 
<BIND PAIR> 
<BIND OBJECT A> PKC </BIND OBJECT A> 
<BIND OBJECT B> C-Fos</BIND OBJECT B> 
</BIND PAIR> 
<BIND PAIR> 
<BIND OBJECT A>EGF-ErbBl-ErbB2</BIND OBJECT A> 
<BIND OBJECT B> Grb2 </BIND OBJECT B> 
</BIND PAIR> 
<BIND PAIR> 
<BIND OBJECT A>Grb2</BIND OBJECT A> 
<BIND OBJECT B> mSOS</BIND OBJECT B> 
</BIND PAIR> 
<BIND PAIR> 
<BIND OBJECT A>mSOS</BIND OBJECT A> 
<BIND OBJECT B> Ras-GDP</BIND OBJECT B> 
</BIND PAIR> 
<RESULT OBJECT>Ras-GTP</RESULT OBJECT> 
<BIND PAIR> 
<BIND OBJECT A>Ras-GTP</BIND OBJECT A> 
<BIND OBJECT B> Raf</BIND OBJECT B> 
</BIND PAIR> 
<B IND PAIR> 
<BIND OBJECT A>Raf</BIND OBJECT A> 
<BIND OBJECT B> MEK</BIND OBJECT B> 
</BIND PAIR> 
<BIND PAIR> 
<BIND OBJECT A>MEK</BIND OBJECT A> 
<BIND OBJECT B> MAPK</BIND OBJECT B> 
</BIND PAIR> 
<BIND PAIR> 
<BIND OBJECT A>MAPK</BIND OBJECT A> 
<BIND OBJECT B> Elk</BIND OBJECT B> 
</BIND PAIR> 
<BIND PAIR> 




<BIND OBJECT A>MAPK</BIND OBJECT A> 





<BIND OBJECT A>rsk</BIND OBJECT A> 
<BIND OBJECT B> GSK3</BIND OBJECT B> 
</BIND PAIR> 
<BIND PAIR> 
<BIND OBJECT A>GSK3</BIND OBJECT A> 
<BIND_OBJECT B>c- jun</BIND_OBJECT_B> 
</BIND PAIR> 
<BIND PAIR> 
<BIND OBJECT A>EGF</BIND OBJECT A> 
<BIND OBJECT B>ErbB 1-ErbB3</BIND OBJECT B> 
</BIND PAIR> 
<RESULT OBJECT>EGF-ErbBl-ErbB3</RESULT OBJECT> 
<BIND PAIR> 
<BIND OBJECT A>EGF</BIND OBJECT A> 
<BIND OBJECT B>ErbB 1-ErbB4</BIND OBJECT B> 
</BIND PAIR> 
<RESLJLT OBJECT>EGF-ErbB 1-ErbB4</RESULT OBJECT> 
In biology, abio-molecule maybe involved in many biology fucntions and interact with 
many different bio-melecules. The interactions can generate various effects in the biological 
system. Iteractions are usually not isolated, one interaction can affect another interaction 
and/or cascade a chain of interactions, for example, a metabolic or signaling pathway. So 
biologists are often very interested to see which pathways a certain bio-molecule takes part 
ln. 
XQuery is a very powerful language in querying such chains of cascaded information. A 
recursive function in XQuery can invoke itself that makes query on hierarchical data model 
like XML much easier. The most important part of this query is such a recursive function, 
find bind by_object. The function takes three parameters, a BIND_Object/BIND complex 
node $object, a string $organism representing the name of an organism, a BIND interaction 
node $bind, and retrieves a set of interactions restricted to following condition: a. $object is 
involved; b. the bio-molecule $object interacts with must be in the right organism specified 
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by $organism; c. the direction of the interaction should be from $object to the object it binds 
or not specified; d. the BIND interaction should not equals to $bind to prevent redundant 
search. After retrieving a interaction node, the function returns the names of 
BIND objectsBIND_complexes in the interaction, and continue to find next downstream 
interaction by recursive calling the function again. This time the parameter $bind is either a 
result object of the interaction or the binding object other than the orignal $bind. By this 
recursive invoking, every interaction downstream a bio-molecule is returned. Of course the 
bio-molecules found through the recursive function are not necessary only inside a biology 
pathway because pathways often cross talk to each other. But at least it will help the 
biologists get a very condensed result and they can manually clean the result later. 
In addition to the above recursive function, I also defined another recursive function called 
if right organism. This function is used to check whether a given node $e is belong to the 
organism $organism. $e actually can be two different types. One is BIND_object type, the 
other is BIND complex type. The function use type expression instance of to treat different 
types of nodes differently. If the type is Bind object, it will check whether the node's 
organism subelement is equal to $organism or if it is a small moleucle. If the type is 
BIND_complex, it will invoke itself to see the first two subunits of the complex are belong to 
the right organism. 
One interesting feature in the query is that when we use the following path expression to 
get the node of an interaction object and return its name: 
<BIND OBJECT A>{$p/BIND interaction a/ID(@BIND object_id, "BIND_OBJECT.xml 
BIND_COMPLEX.xml")/short label/text()}<BIND_OBJECT A>. We don't know if the 
IDQ refers to a BIND object type or a BIND complex type. But since both the types have a 
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shot label child element, we do not need to use a condition expression to treat two 
situations separately. This shows an advantage of ~:ML schema to DTD. 
Compared to query prolog, the query body is very simple. It just finds the BIND_obj ect 
node $x with name "EGF" and return the result of the function find bind by object, with 
parameter $x. 
(4). Find all the proteins that activated by MAPK . 
define function find~ositive_bind($object as element, $organism as string, $bool as integer, 
$bind as element) as element* 
{ 
for $p in documnt(BIND INTERACTION.xml)//BIND interaction 
where ($p/BIND_interaction a/@BIND object_id=$object/@BIND object_id and 
if right_organism($pBIND_interaction b/ID(@BIND_object_id, "BIND_OBJECT.xml 
BIND COMPLEX.xml"), $organism) and ($p//action direction="a-b" or 
$p//action direction="none") or 
$p/BIND_interaction b/@BIND object_id=$object/@BIND_object_id and 
if right_organism($p/BIND_interaction a/ID(@BIND_object_id, "BIND_OBJECT.xml 
BIND COMPLEX.xml"), $arganism) and ($p//action direction="b-a" or 




where $action[contains("activate") or contains("amplify")] and not 
$action[contains("deactivate") or contains("repress")] 
return { 
if($bool eq 1 and find other($p,$object)/type/local_nameQ="protein") then{ 




where not $action[contains("activate") or contains("amplify")] and 










if($x/@active-- true) then 
<bind object>$~c/ID(@BIND_object_id, "BIND OBJECT.XML 





define function if right_organism($x as element, $organism as string) as Boolean 
{ 
same as Query 3. 
} 




if ($p/BIND interaction al@BIND object_id=$a!@BIND object_id) then 




$p/BIND interaction b/ID(@BIND object_id) 
let $x:= document(BIND_OBJECT.xml)i/BIND object 
where $protein/short_label="MAPK" 
return find~ositive_bind($x, "human", l , "") 
expected result: 
<BIND OBJECT> Elk</BIND OBJECT> 
<BIND_OBJECT> Myc</BIND_OBJECT> 
<BIND OBJECT> rsk</BIND OBJECT> 
<BIND_OBJECT> c jun</BIND_OBJECT> 
Query 4 is an extension of query 3. In biology pathways, when one bio-molecule binds to 
another bio-molecule, it may activate the molecule it binds to, or repress it. For example, in 
EGFR signaling pathway, active mSOS protein binds to Ras-GDP complex and tranfers a 
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phosphate to GDP, the result Ras-GTP complex becomes an active form and can continue to 
activate downstream proteins. But when GAP binds to Ras-GTP, it can convert the complex 
to inactive Ras-GDP, thus repressing the pathway. The effect is cascading, so that an
upstream interaction can activate or repress a chains of downstream bio-molecules. It is very 
useful for biologists to find out what the downstream proteins or genes can be repressed or 
activate by a certain protein or small molecule. 
The major difference between Query 3 and Query 4 is that in Query 4, the function 
find~ositive_bind has one more Boolean parameter $bool, which is used to indicate the 
relation of the binding object $object to the start binding object. If it is activated by the 
starter, the $bool equals 1, other wise it equals -1. The function finds all the binding objects 
that $object activates or represses and recursively invokes itself again by passing the nodes it 
finds to the recursive function one by one to get next round of searching. The Boolean $bool 
will remain the same in the new call if the binding object found is activated by $object and 
$bool will take opposite value if the binding object found is repressed by $object. The 
returning nodes are the only the name of BIND_Object/BIND_complex nodes that are 
activated by start node whose name is "MAPK". 
'The find other function basically returns the binding object node in an interaction other 
than the node specified. The return node can be a BIND object node or a BIND complex 
node. Because both types of node use a ID type attribute for identification. The ID function 
does not distinguish them. 
(5). find all the molecules that is upstream to c jun in pathway. 
define function find~arent_object($object as element, $organism as string, $bind as 
element) as element* 
{ 
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for $p in document(BIND INTERACTION.xml)//BIND interaction, 
$result in $p/BIND_interaction description//result object 
where $result/@bind obj_id=$object/@bind obj_id and 
if right_organism($p/BIND interaction a/ID(@BIND object_id, "BIND_OBJECT.xml 
BIND COMPLEX.xml")) and 




<bind object>{$object/short_label/textQ}</bind object> 
<resultofl 
<a>{$p/BIND_interaction b/ID(@BTND_object_id, "BIND_OBJECT.xml 
BIND_COMPLEX.xml")/short label/textO}<!a> 
<b>{$pB1ND_interaction b/ID(@BIND object_id, "BIND_OBJECT.xml 
BIND COMPLEX.xml")/short label/textO}</b> 
</resulto~ 
</bind> 
find~arent_object($pBIND_interaction a/ID(@BIND_object_id, "BIND_OBJECT.xml 
BIND_COMPLEX.xml"), $organism, $p) 
find~arent_object($p/BIND interaction b/ID(@BIND_object_id, "BIND_OBJECT.xml 
BIND_COMPLEX.xml"), $organism, $p) 
} 
for $q in documnt(BIND INTERACTION.xml)//BIND interaction 
where ($gBIND_interaction a/@BIND object_id=$object/@BIND_object_id and 
if right_organism($q/BIND interaction b/ID(@B1ND_object_id, ̀ BIND_OBJECT.xml 
BIND COMPLEX.xml"), $organism) and ($q//action_direction="b-a" or 
$q//action direction="none") or 
$q/BIND_interaction b/@BIND object_id=$object/@BIND object_id and 
if right_organism($glBIND_interaction a1ID(@BIND object_id, ̀ BIND_OBJECT.xml 
BIND COMPLEX.xml"), $organism) and 










define function if right_organism($x as element, $organism as string) as Boolean 
f 
same as Query 3. 
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} 
define function find other($e as element, $a as element) as element 
{ 
same as Query 4. 
} 
let $x:= document(BIND_OBJECT.xml)//BIND_object 
where $protein/short label="c jun" 
return find~arent_obj ect($x, "human", "") 
expected result: 
<bind> 






































































<bind object>ErbB 1-ErbB2</bind_obj ect> 
<resulto~ 





<bind_obj ect>ErbB 1 </bind obj ect> 
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<b oundb y> Erb B 3 </b oundb y> 
</bind> 
<bind> 




<bind object>ErbBl-ErbB3</bind object> 
<resultof~ 
<a>ErbB 1 </a> 




<bind_obj ect>ErbB 1-ErbB4</bind_obj ect> 
<resulto~ 





<bind_ob j ect>MEK<f bind_ob j ect> 
<b o undb y> M K:.K</b o undo y> 
</bind> 
<bind> 








<bind_obj ect>G protein</bind_obj ect> 
<boundby>Ser R</boundby> 
</bind> 
Query 5 queries a pathway in an opposite direction as Query 3. It is also very interesting to 
see what molecules are along the upstream of a bio-molecule in a certain pathway. 
The recursive function and conditional expression again provide a very powerful way to 
query very complex and heterogeneous data like biology interaction data. 
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(6). Find all the molecule that activate protein c jun. 
define function find~ositive~arent_object($object as element, $organism as string, $bind 
as element, $flag as integer) as element* 
{ 
let $boot:=$flag 
for $p in document(`BIND INTERACTION.xml")//BIND_interaction, 
$result obj in $p//result_object 
let $action:=$p//action/textQ 
where $result object/@bind obj_id=$object/@bind obj_id 
and if right_organism($pBIND_interaction aIID(@BIND_object_id, ̀ BIND OBJECT.xml 
BIND COMPLEX.xml") and 
if right_organism($p/BIND interaction a/ID(@BIND_object_id, "BIND OBJECT.xml 
BIND COMPLEX.xml") and $p//action direction="a-b" and $result object/@active=false 
return { 
if($bool eq -1) then{ 
<ACTIVE_OBJECT>{$p/BIND_interaction a/ID(@BIND interaction id, 
"BIND OBJECT.xml BIND COMPLEX.xml")/short label/textO}</ACTIVE_OBJECT> 
find~ositive~arent_object($p/BIND_interaction aIID(@BIND interaction id, 
`BIND_OBJECT.~nI BIND_COMPLEX.xml"),$organism,$p, 1) 
} 
else { 
find~ositive~arent_object($p/BIND_interaction a/ID(@BIND interaction id, 
"BIND_OBJECT.xml BIND_COMPLEX.xml"),$organism,$p, -1) 
} 
if($action[contains("activate") or contains("amplify")]) then{ 






if($action[contains("deactivate") or contains("repress")])then 
let $boot:=$bool*(-1); 
} 
if($bool eq 1) 
then { 
<ACTIVE OBJECT>{$p/BIND interaction b/ID(@BIND interaction id, 
"BIND OBJECT.xml BIND_COMPLEX.xml")/short label/textO}</ACTIVE_OBJECT> 
} 
if($flag ne 0) { 
find~ositive~arent_object($p/BIND_interaction b/ID(@BIND interaction id, 
`BIND OBJECT.xml BIND_COMPLEX.xml"),$organism,$p, $bool)} 
} 
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if($p//action direction="b-a") then { 
if($result/@active=false) then 
let $boot:=$bool*(-1) 
if($bool eq 1) then{ 
<ACTIVE_OBJECT> {$p/BIND interaction b/ID(@BIND interaction id, 
`BIND OBJECT.~nI BIND_COMPLEX.xml")/short_label/textQ}UACTIVE_OBJECT> 
} 
find~ositive~arent_object($p/BIND interaction b/ID(@BIND interaction id, 
`BIND OBJECT.xml BIND COMPLEX.xml"),$organism,$p, $bool) 
if($action[contains("activate") or contains("amplify")]) then{ 





if($action[contains("deactivate") or contains("repress")]) then 
let $boot:=$bool*(-1); 
} 
if($bool eq 1) 
then { 
<ACTIVE OBJECT>{$p/BIND_interaction a/ID(@BIND interaction id, 
`BIND OBJECT.xml BIND_COMPLEX.xml")/short label/textQ}</ACTIVE OBJECT> 
} 
find~ositive~arent_object($pBIND_interaction a/ID(@BIND interaction id, 
`BIND OBJECT.xml BIND COMPLEX.xml"),$organism,$p, $bool)} 
} 
if($p//action_direction="none") then { 
if($result/@active=false) then 
if($bool eq 1) then{ 
<ACTIVE_OBJEC'T>{$pIBIND_interaction a/ID(@BIND interaction id, 
"BIND OBJECT.xml BIND COMPLEX.xml")/short label/textQ}</ACTNE_OBJECT> 
<ACTIVE OBJECT> {$p/BIND interaction b/ID(@BIND interaction id, 
`BIND OBJECT.xml BIND_COMPLEX.~nI")/short label/textQ}</ACTIVE OBJECT> 
} 
find~ositive~arent_object($pBIND_interaction a/ID(@BIND interaction id, 
"BIND OBJECT.xml BIND COMPLEX.xml"),$organism,$p, $bool) 
find~ositive~arent_object($pBIND_interaction a/ID(@BIND interaction id, 





for $p in documnt(`BIND INTERACTION.xml")//BIND interaction 
where ($pBIND_interaction a/@BIND object_id=$objecd@BIND object_id and 
if right_organism($p/BIND interaction b/ID(@BIND object_id, "BIND_OBJECT.xml 
BIND COMPLEX.xml"), $organism) and ($p//action direction="b-a" or 
$p//action direction="none") or 
$p/BIND interaction b/@BIND object_id=$object/@BIND object_id and 
if right_organism($p/BIND interaction a/ID(@BIND_object_id, "BIND_OBJECT.xml 
BIND COMPLEX.xml"), $organism) and ($p//action_direction="a-b" or 
$p//action direction="none")) and $p!=$bind 
return { 
let $action:=$p//action/textQ 
if($action[contains("activate") or contains("amplify")])then{ 




if($action[contains("deactivate") or contains("repress"))) then 
$flag=$flag*(-1); 
} 
if($flag eq 1) then{ 
<ACTIVE_OBJECT'>{find other($p,$object)/short label/textQ}</ACTIVE_OBJECT> 
} 





define function if right_organism($x as element, $organism as string) as boolean 
{ 
same as Query 3. 
} 
define function find other($e as element, $a as element) as element 
{ 
same as Query 4. 
} 
} 
let $x:= document("BIND_OBJECT.xml")/iBIND_object 
where $protein/short_label="c-jun" 
return find~ositve_parent obj ect($x,"human", l ,"") 
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expected result: 
<ACTIVE OBJECT>rsk</ACTIVE OBJECT> 
<ACTIVE OBJECT>MAPK</ACTIVE OBJECT> 
<ACTIVE OBJECT>MEK</ACTIVE OBJECT> 
<ACTIVE OBJECT>Raf</ACTIVE OBJECT> 
<ACTIVE OBJECT>Ras-GTP</ACTIVE OBJECT> 
<ACTIVE OBJECT>Ras</ACTIVE OBJECT> 
<ACTIVE OBJECT>mSOS</ACTIVE OBJECT> 
<ACTIVE OBJECT>Grb2</ACTIVE OBJECT> 
<ACTIVE OBJECT>EGF-ErbBl-ErbB2</ACTIVE OBJECT> 
<ACTIVE OBJECT>EGF</ACTIVE OBJECT> 
<ACTIVE OBJECT>ErbB1-ErbB2</ACTIVE OBJECT> 
<ACTIVE OBJECT>ErbB 1 </ACTIVE OBJECT> 
<ACTIVE OBJECT>ErbB2</ACTIVE OBJECT> 
<ACTIVE OBJECT>Ras-GDP</ACTIVE OBJECT> 
<ACTIVE OBJECT>MK:K</ACTIVE OBJECT> 
<ACTIVE OBJECT>MK:KK</ACTIVE OBJECT> 
<ACTIVE_OBJECT>G protein</ACTIVE_OBJECT> 
<ACTIVE OBJECT>Ser R</ACTIVE OBJECT> 
Just like Query 4 is an extension of Query3, Query 6 is developed based on Query 5. It 
only returns binding objects that activate the starting node. It is also an interesting problem 
that a biologist wants to know. Similar to Query 4, this query uses a Boolean parameter to 
pass the relationship of a query node with the start node to next round of function call. This 
query is very complex simply because the biology relations among the data are very 
complex. It is hard to believe we can use a relational data model and SQL language to 
retrieve data like this. Just imagine that every ID reference will require a join operation to 
replace and each pathway expression may require several select clauses to get same result. 
(7). find the common molecules for two convergent pathways start with Ser R or Grb2. 
define function find whole~athway($name as xs:string, $organism as xs:string) as element* 
{ 
let $x:= document(BIND OBJECT.xml)//BIND object 
where $protein/short label=$name 
return 
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find bind by_object($x, "human","") 
} 
define function find bind by_object($object as element, $organism as string, $bind as 
element) as element* 
{ 
Same as Query 3. 
} 
define function if right_organism($x as element, $organism as string) as Boolean 
{ 
same as Query 3. 
} 
<Molecules> { 
for $x in distinc 
BIND OBJECT 






values(find whole~athway(A, organism)/1(BIND_OBJECT A ~ 
B ~ RESULT_OBJECT)/textQ) , 
values(find whole~athways(B, organism)//(BIND_OBJECT A 
B (RESULT_OBJECT)/textQ) 











Though two bio-molecules do not interact with each other directly or in a same pathway, it 
is possible that the pathways they are involved in converged at some protein downstream, for 
example, EGFR and GPCR converge on MEK. Using XQuery, biologists can easy find out if 
two seemingly unrelated proteins have indirect relationship. 
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This query uses Query 3, which finds all the downstream bio-molecule of a given object. It 
wraps the query body part of Query 3 in to a function find whole~athway so that the 
function returns same result as Query 3. To find the common downstream bio-molecules of 
two proteins, we can simply call find whole~athway twice and pass the names of the two 
proteins to the function respectively to get their downstream bio-molecule sets. The results 
of the two function calls can be iterated by two for clauses and joined together in the where 
clause if the nodes bound by the two for clause are identical. The return clause returns all the 
identical nodes. 
This query gives an example of a join operation of XQuery. Actually, XQuery can do all 
kinds of join, including outer join like SQL. 
(8). For all the steps in human 's EGF pathway, find each protein 's homologous proteins in 
fly that have similar interactions. 
(Using the Bind pathway elements.) 
define function if bind($a as element, $b as element) as Boolean 
{ 
let $bind:=(BIND INTERACTION.xml)/BIND iteraction 
where $bind/BIND interaction a/@BIND_object_id=$a/@BIND_object_id 
and bind/BIND interaction b/@BIND object_id=$bl@BIND object_id or 
$bind/BIND interaction a/@BIND object_id=$b/@BIND object_id and 













else if($bindltype/.[localname(.)="DNA"] or $bind/type/.[localname(.)="RNA"] or 
$bind/type/.[localname(.)="protein"]) then{ 
let $h:=$bind/type/[protein ~ DNA ~ RNA] 
/homologous_sequence_set/bind object/ID(@bind obj_id) 






let $pathway:= document(PATHWAY.xml)//BIND~athway 
where $pathway/name="EGF-human" 
for $step in $pathway//step, 
for $homo a in find bind homologous($step/Interaction/ID(@interaction id, 
"BIND INTERACTION.xml")BIND interaction_a/ID(@BIND object_id, 
"BIND OBJECT.xm"), "D. melanogater"), 
for $homo bin 
find bind homologous($step/Interaction/ID(@interaction id,"BIND INTERACTION.xml") 
/BIND interaction b/ID(@BIND object_id, "BIND_OBJECT.xml"), "C. elegan") 




`BIND INTERACTION.xml")/BIND interaction a/ ID(@BIND_object_id, 
"BIND_OBJECT.xml")/short label/textQ}</human a> 
<human b> {$step/Interaction/ID(@interaction id, 
`BIND INTERACTION.xml)/BIND interaction b/ ID(@BIND object_id, 
`BIND OBJECT.~nI")/short label/textO}</human b> 











<human a>Ras<human a> 
<human b>GTP<human b> 





<human a>Raf<human a> 





<human a>MEK<human a> 




Because some organisms evolved from same ancestors, it is quite common that different 
organisms have some proteins that have high sequence similarity. These similar proteins are 
called homologous proteins. Homologous proteins may perform same function in different 
organisms. In comparative genomics, biologists can infer a function of a protein based on the 
function of its homologous proteins. In a pathway of an organism, some proteins involved 
may have their respective homologous protein in another organism. These homologous 
proteins may also involve in a similar pathway. So, for a set of proteins in a pathway in 
organism A, if we can find the homologous proteins in another organism B and see if those 
homologous proteins in B interact with each other in the same way as the proteins in A, we 
will probably discover a pathway in B. 
This query is based on data in the BIND_PATHWAY.xml, which contains pathway 
information sorted out by experts. Each pathway in the BIND_PATHVVAY contains a set of 
interaction IDs that point to interaction information stored in BIND interaction elements in 
BIND_INTERACTION.xml. The query iterates over each interaction in a given pathway, 
finds the two objects in the interaction, then uses two for clauses to iterate over the 
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homologous BIND objects of the two BIND objects in a given organism and test whether 
each pair of homologous BIND objects interact using if bind function. The names of each 
pair of interacting homologous BIND objects are returned. 
(9). Group bindings of human EGF pathway according to binding location. 
let $pathway:= document(PATHWAY.xml)//BIND~athway 
where $pathway/short_labe/textQ="EGF-human" 
for $start in distinct $pathway/pathway steps/step/interaction/ID(@interaction id, 
"BIND INTERACTION.~nI")//general lace/start 
return { 
<bind~lace> 
<name> {$start text()} </name> 





<BIND_a>{$interaction/BIND interaction a/ID(@BIND object_id,"BIND_OBJEC 
T.xml, BIND COMPLEX.xml" )/short label/textQ}</BIND a> 
<BIND b>{$interaction/BIND interaction b/ID(@BIND object id, 







<bind a>EGF</bind a> 
<bind b>ErbB 1-ErbB2</bind b> 
<bind a>EGF- ErbB 1-ErbB2</bind a> 




<bind a>Grb2</bind a> 
<bind b>mSOS</bind b> 
<bind a>mSOS</bind a> 
<bind b>Ras-GDP</bind b> 
<bind a>Ras-GTP</bind a> 
<bind b>Raf</bind b> 
<bind a>Raf</bind a> 
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<bind b>MEK</bind b> 
<bind a>MEK</bind a> 
<bind b>MAPK</bind b> 
<bind a>MAPK</bind a> 




<bind a>MAPK</bind a> 
<bind b>Elk</bind b> 
<bind a>MAPK</bind a> 
<bind b>Myc</bind_b> 
<bind a>rsk<f bind a> 
<bind b>GSK3</bind b> 
<bind a>GSK3</bind a> 
<bind_b>c j un</bind b> 
</bind~lace> 
The interactions in a pathways like signal transduction pathway take place in different 
position of a cell. EGFR pathway is a good example. Extracellular signal molecular EGF 
interacts with membrane protein EGFR, EGFR then signals proteins in cytoplasmic 
membrane in a cascade way. Finally, the active MAPK translocates into ncleus and activates 
a bunch of transcription factors and turn on gene expression. 
This query is like a grouped select clause in SQL and uses two for clauses to perform the 
group operation. The outer for clause iterates all the distinct places where some interaction in 
the pathway takes place. The inner for clause iterates the interactions that happen in the place 
given by outer for clause and return the names of objects in the interactions. 
(10). Find the bindings of NDF that has controversial results according to the binding 
record. 
let $PID:= for $x in document(BIND OBJECT.~nI)//BIND object 
where $x/short label="NDF" return $x/@ID 
for $p in documnt(BIND_INTERACTION.xml)/IBIND_interaction 
for $e in $p//publication set 
where ($p/BIND interaction al@BIND_object_id=$PID or 




<BIND_A>{$p/BIND interaction a/ID(@BIND object_id, "BIND OBJECT.xml 
BIND_COMPLEX.xml")/short label/textO}<BIND A> 
<BIND_B>{$p/BIND interaction b/ID(@BIND_object_id, "BIND_OBJECT.xml 
BIND COMPLEX.xml")/short label/textQ}</BIND_B> 





<B IND A>NDF</BIND A> 
<BIND B>ErbB 1-ErbB4</BIND B> 
<publication> 











Because of experiment limitations, there are disagreements among biologists on many 
discoveries. Therefore, some information in BIND is not l00% agreed by every biologist. It 
is always necessary that we can identify disputed information distinctly. In BIND, we 
defined a complex data type called BIND-pub-setType, which is used to store that 
information in the literatures related to a specific topic. The dispute attribute of this data type 
indicates if there are conflicting views on the information. This data type is reused in all the 
nodes need literature information so that the elements declared as BIND-pub-setType type all 
have same structure as well as attribute and element names. That is a great advantage of 
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XML Schema. When people want to query the disputed information in a set of nodes like this 
query, they can use a single variable to bind all the elements of BIND-pub-setType type and 
a single for cause to iterate these nodes and return the desired result. 
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7. Discussion 
~:ML and ASN.1 
As we already mentioned above, ASN.I and XML are used for data storage and data 
exchange in biology, and they have much in common. Both ASN.l and XML can define data 
type specification and the real data are recorded accordingly. XML uses DTD or XML 
Schema to define data type, but the way to define data type in XML Schema is more similar 
to that in ASN.I. Converting ASN.l types to ~;ML Schema is quite easy and vice verse. 
There is program online that can convert ~:ML Schema into ASN.l types. 
Though ~:ML and ASN.1 is very similar, they have their own advantages. XML is more 
ubiquitous now because it is good for publishing on web. XML does not have to have a 
schema for validation so that it is more flexible in use. The attributes of elements give XML 
more power in representation of data, such as element identification and reference which are 
important features related to data storage. But each element in awell-formed XML document 
needs a start tag and end tag. This is quite verbose when transmitting data and requires more 
bandwidth. Unlike ~:ML, ASN. l is quite compact. So it may be a good idea to convert XML 
into ASN.1 when transmit data from application to application or from site to site and 
convert back after transmission. The conversion can be based on XML Encoding Rules 
[XER] for ASN.1, which is published as a standard rules for converting between XML and 
ASN.l. 
XQuery for biological data in ~:ML 
BIND is a very complex biological database for biomolecule interaction and the data in the 
database are extremely heterogeneous. However, in our use case, we showed that XQuery 
can be well applied to query BIND database, even though some fragments of our use case are 
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very complicated. The path expressions can easily find the node we are looking for, the 
control expression can lead the query to behave differently based on situations and the 
functions allow queries reuse. All these features greatly reduce the complexity to query 
complex database like BIND. We believe XQuery can be used to query any kind of XML 
format data in a quite simple way. 
XQuery and SQL 
SQL is the query language used to query structured data in relational databases. The basic 
query clauses in SQL are select, from and where. By using these basic clauses, we can 
implement relational functions, such as select, project, join, union, intersect, product and 
difference, on relational data. XQuery is the query language for XML, its basic query clauses 
are for, let, where and return. The relational functions that SQL achieves can also be 
implemented by XQuery. Since XQuery is used to query heterogeneous semistructured data, 
XQuery definitely has more features than SQL, such as function definition, condition 
expression, and expression on sequence type. These features bring some characteristics of 
procedure programming language like C, Pascal and make XQuery very power in handling 
very complex data. 
Limitation of XQuery 
XQuery is still in its early stage so that more functions and features need to be added. One 
very important feature we think is necessary to be included into XQuery is reference to 
unique element cross XML documents. As we showed in our use case, for large volume of 
data, it is necessary to divide it into units and store each unit in an XML file. And an element 
in one XML document may have subelement or attribute that refers to an element in another 
file. Current ID() function can only point to an element within same document so that we can 
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not simply use XPath to traverse from one element to another element in another file and a 
join by two for clause has to be used. An enhanced ID function needs to be added to ~S;ML to 
overcome this disadvantage just like we have done. 
The XML documents are parsed into nodes in a tree structure when queried by XQuery. 
But the reference by IDREF might turn the tree into a network if an element refer to one of 
its ancestor element or two independent elements respectively refer to other's ancestor 
elements. The network topology can cause problem when traverse these nodes in a path 
expression it will generate endless loop. Such kind of problem will happen very frequently in 
biology data because biological systems are complicated networks. For example, biology 
pathways are usually not composed of simple one direction. reactions, downstream 
biomolecules might interact with upstream molecules in a feedback way, so that when we use 
path expression or recursive function invocation to find interaction objects in a pathway, we 
might be trapped in to an endless loop. The XQuery process engine should have the function 
to prevent a unique node to be traversed more than once in a path expression or a recursive 
call. 
Use XML as a metadata for accessing distributed biological information. 
Biology data are currently stored in different databases all over the world. There are big 
centralized database like genebank, EMBL and also numerous small specific databases. All 
these databases contain useful biology information for biologists. 
When doing biology research, especially genomic or proteomic research, biologists need 
to study many different biology data sets including sequence data, 3D structure, expression 
profile, interaction information, etc. Unfortunately, these data are scattered in different 
databases with different emphasis, different schema, and different format. There is no single 
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data repository that integrates all these useful information so that biologist can just visit one 
site and get all they want. It will be a great benefit that there is a metadata database that can 
incorporate biology information from different source with a unified format. 
XML can be used to build such a metadata database. The Distributed Sequence Annotation 
System gives an excellent example of how to use XML as metadata system, though the 
system is only for sequence annotation. 
XML is designed for storage and exchange heterogeneous data. It is very flexible and 
relatively simple to design very complex schema like BIND to let data fit in. When we 
retrieve data from different relational databases the relationships among data are destroyed, 
making it very difficult to assemble data from different sources into a new relational schema. 
But with XML, this is not a problem because XML treats each element as a node object and 
it is easy to plug an element into another element as a subelement or refer to another element 
by their unique identification. In addition, XML data can be queried by XQuery as we have 
shown, which solves problem for retrieving and viewing large complex integrated data from 
different sources. 
With more and more XML applications developed by public open source groups or 
commercial companies, we believe ~:ML will become the standard platform for biological 
data integration. 
Storing XML 
As a powerful data exchange language, ~;ML is an ideal format for representing data that 
are heterogeneous or data with evolving structure. But XML data is only useful if it can be 
stored, retrieved and transformed efficiently and in afault-tolerant manner. Thus, a database 
management system for XML data is necessary. 
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XML can be stored in three different ways. 
The first one is a relations-based solution, in which data are stored according to a relational 
database schema. ~;ML data is parsed and mapped to the relational databases schema for 
stoage and it is assembled back into XML according to XML schema for the application. 
This relations based method is used quite a lot now because the maturity of RDBMS. 
Commercial RDBMS such as Oracle and SQL Server have provided. API for storing XML 
data and generate XML document. Unfortunately, this solution is a poor solution since the 
row and column structure of RDB is incompatible to the hierarchical'. structure of XML when 
the data is very complex. Searching data is very inefficient and the mapping between XML in 
application and relation schema in database can dramatically slow down the system. 
The second method is a text based solution, which are called native XML DBMS because 
the database stores XML document in a native format. The DBMS acts as a document 
repository and has the function to import, export, check-out, check-in of XML documents. 
This method is actually document centric, does not really treat XML as data. Another 
problem with this method is that it is difficult to manipulate the document, such as to update, 
insert or delete a particular part of a document or an entire document. 
The third solution is object-based, in which the database schema is the same as the XML 
schema and there is a one to one mapping between objects in the database and objects in the 
XML document. The XML document can be easily parsed into objects according to 
Document Object Model [DOM] and generated back from objects in the database. This type 
of solution is efficient in accessing and updating data and definitely very easy to output and 
input data to and from object oriented applications. 
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XML is becoming more and more popular. A good database management system for XML 
is critical for the long term success of ~:ML. Among the three type of method to store XML, 
the object-base XML database management system is the best choice. In the long term, 
however, database management systems should be custom built for XML.XML database is a 
new topic, many basic research need to be done before it can really be practical like RDBMS. 




Though XML is originally designed for exchanging structured data on the Internet, its 
flexibility in representing heterogeneous data and its similarity to ASN.1 have attracted many 
people in the bioinformatics area. Numerous databases in biology research have adopted 
XML as the format to store data and exchange data. Because of the legacy problem, majority 
of these database use DTD to design schema. But DTD is not a very good way for schema 
specification. Instead, the new comer ~S:ML Schema shows its superiority in schema design 
for ~;ML than DTD. In addition, XML Schema is more compatible with ASN.1 than DTD 
and the convert between ~:ML and ASN.1 is much smoother. In this research, we have used 
~;ML Schema to modify the schema of Biomolecular Interaction Network Database which is 
originally designed in DTD. Our modification shows the schema is better in reusing element 
already exists in database, extending complex data types, adopting data specification from 
NCBI in ASN.1 specification and easy for XQuery for handling data search. 
XQuery is the query language for XML. It is a very powerful tool for query of very 
complex data set. As biological data is extremely heterogeneous and complex, a good XML 
query language is critical for biologists to apply XML in storing, retrieving and exchanging 
their experimental and knowledge data. We used XQuery for the BIND database. Our use 
case illustrated that XQuery could be deployed to retrieve complex information in a quite 
simple way and that is hardly possible in SQL. 
Currently biology data is mostly stored in flat files and relational or obj ect-oriented 
databases. All these methods have their limitations. XML provides an alternative and good 
method for biology data storage, integration, exchange and exploration. With the maturity of 
~o 
XQuery language and other technologies in XML, we think XML will become the main 
platform for handling complex biological data. 
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Appendix A: ~:ML Schema of Biomolecular Interaction Network Database 
<?xml version="1.Q" encoding="UTF-8""~> 
<t__ edited ~~tl~ X~LSI~Y v~ rel. ",~ U {http;~IS v~~r~,:~c~~lspy.~:.c~~ ~ dy Li ef i~}e~~~ ~i~s.~~ --> 
<!__ edite~~ ~~tl~ ~~~ . Spy v4.~ U ~I~ttp:-r4~"s~.:xrr~lSpy.~;arn ~ by jerrylin ~iD i ~ --> 
<xs:schema xmins:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" PlementFormDefauft="qualified" 
attributeFormDefaint="unqualified"> 
<xs:element Warne="Molecular BIND"> 
<xs;annatation> 
_ 




<xs:element name="BIND OBJECT SET"> 
<xs:complexType> 
<xs:sequence> 













<xs:element ref="B1ND_complex set" minOccurs="0"/> 




















<xs:element name="year" type="xs:gYear"/> 
<xs:element name="month" type="xs:gMonth"/> 
<xs:element name="day" type="xs:gDay"/> 
</xs;sequence> 
</xs:complexType> 
<xs:element name='BIND interaction"> 
<xs:complexType> 
<xs:sequence> 
<xs:element name="record date" type="Date"/> 
<xs:element name="update_set" minOccurs="0"> 
<xs:complexType> 
<xs:sequence> 




<xs:element name="BIND interaction a"> 
<xs:com piexType> 
<xs;attribute name="BIND object id" type="xs:IDREF" use="required"/> 
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</xs:complexType> 
<xs:element name="BIND interaction b"> 
<xs: com plexType> 






<xs:element name="simple description" type="xs:string" mint~ccurs="0"/> 






<xs:element name="start" type="generalCellPlace"/> 
<xs:element name="end" type="generalCellPlace" minaccurs="0"/> 





<xs:e{ement name="specific lace" minC~ccurs="0"> 
<xs:comp{exType> 
<xs:sequence> 
<xs:element name="start" type="xs:string"/> 




<xs:element name="place_source" minaccurs='0"> 
<xs:complexType> 
<xs:sequence> 




<xs:element name="place_description" type="xs:string" minaccurs="0"/> 
</xs:sequence> 
</xs:complexType> 
<xs:e{ement name="BIND condition set" minC~ccurs="0"> 
<xs:complexType> 
<xs:sequence> 
<xs:element name="condition" maxOccurs="unbounded"> 
<xs:complexType> 
<xs:sequence> 
<xs:element name="general_condition" type="generalCondition"/> 
<xs:element name="experiment system"> 
<xs:comp{exType> 




<xs:element name="condition description" type="xs:string"/> 








<xs:element name="BIND location" minaccurs="0"> 
<xs:com plexType> 
<xs:sequence> 




<xs:element name="object a_sites" type="BIND_sites type" 
min~ccurs="0„/> 
<xs:element name="object b_sites" type="BIND_sites type" 
<xs:element name="BIND_location_pair set" minUccurs="0"> 
<xs:complexType> 
<xs:sequence> 
<xs:element name="location pair" 
m axOccurs="'unbounded"> 





























<xs:element name="BIND action set" minC?ccurs="0"> 
<xs:complexType> 
<xs:sequence> 
<xs:element name="BIND action" maxC}ccurs="unbounded"> 
<xs:complexType> 
<xs:sequence> 
<xs:element name="action_description" type="xs:string" 
<xs:element name="action direction" type="ActionDirection"/> 




<xs:element name="add" type="BIND-action-object"/> 
<xs:element name="remove" type="BIND-action-object"/> 








<xs:element name="result" min~ccurs="0"> 
<xs:complexType> 
<xs:sequence> 
<xs:element name="result object" min~ccurs="o" 
<xs:complexType> 
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<xs:attribute name="bind_object id" 
type="xs:IDREF" use="required"/> 







































































































<xs:eiement name="BIND kinetics" minQccurs="0"> 
<xs:complexType> 
<xs:sequence> 
<xs:element name="kinetics description" type="xs:string" 
<xs:element name="Kd" type="Real-UnitType" 
<xs:element name="Km" type="Real-UnitType" 
<xs:element name="conc-a" type="Real-UnitType" 
<xs:element name="conc-b" type="Real-UnitType" 
<xs:element name="temp" type="Real-UnitType" 
<xs:eiement name="ph" type="Real-UnitType" 
<xs:element name="half-life-a" type="Real-UnitType" 
<xs:element name="half-life-b" type="Real-UnitType" 
<xs:element name="buffer" type="Real-UnitType" 
<xs:eiement name="delta-g" type="Real-UnitType" 
<xs:eiement name="delta-s" type="Real-UnitType" 
<xs:element name="delta-h" type="Real-UnitType" 
<xs:element name="heat-capacity-a" type="Real-UnitType" 
<xs:element name="heat-capacity-b" type="Real-UnitType" 




















<xs:element name="conditions dependency" min€Jccurs="0"> 
<xs:compiexType> 
<xs:sequence> 
<xs:element name="condition" maxC)ccurs="unbounded"> 
<xs:complexType> 
<xs:sequence> 











































<xs:eiement name="bind state" minC)ccurs="0"> 
<xs:complexType> 
<xs:sequence> 
<xs:element name="descr a"> 
<xs:complexType> 
<xs:sequence> 














<xs:element Warne="descr b"> 
<xs:complexType> 
<xs:sequence> 
<xs:eiement name="BIND state" maxC~ccurs="unbounded"> 
<xs: com plexType> 
<xs:complexContent> 
<xs:extension base="BIND-stateType"> 















<xs:element name="publication_set" type="BIND-pub-setType"/> 
</xs:sequence> 












<xs:eiement name="short label" type="xs:string"/> 
<xs:element name="other names" minC~ccurs="0"> 
<xs:compiexType> 
<xs:sequence> 





<xs:element name="type" nil{able="true"> 
<xs:compiexType> 
<xs:choice> 
<xs:element name="protein" type="BIND sequence"/> 
<xs:element name="DNA" type="BIND sequence"/> 
<xs:element name="RNA" type="BIND_sequence"/> 




<xs:element name="database name"/> 
<xs:element name="Intp" type="xs:integer" minC)ccurs="0"!> 
<xs:element name="strp" type="xs:string" minC)ccurs="0"/> 
<xs:element name="chemical source" mint~ccurs="0"> 
<xs:complexType> 
<xs:sequence> 









<xs:element name="smiles" type="xs:string" mint3ccurs='0"/> 
<xs:element name="chemical fom~ula" type="xs:string" rninC~ccurs="0"/> 











<xs:element name="cell stages" type="Cell-stagesType" minC3ccurs="0"/> 
<xs:element name="BIND object description" type="xs:string" minQccurs="0"/> 
</xs:sequence> 
<xs:attribute name="BIND_object id" type="xs:ID" use="required"/> 
</xs:complexType> 
<xs:compiexType name="BIND sequence"> 
<xs:sequence> 
<xs:element name="gi" type="xs:string" minQccurs="0"/> 
<xs:element name="di" type="xs:string" min~ccurs="0"/> 
<xs:element name="Sequence_reference set" minOccurs="0"> 
<xs:complexType> 
<xs:sequence> 
<xs:element name='sequence_reference" maxOccurs="unbounded"> 
<xs:complexType> 
<xs:sequence> 
<xs:element name="database_name" type="xs:string"/> 














<xs:element name="database name" type="xs:string"I> 







<xs:element name="homologous_sequence_set" minaccurs="0"> 
<xs:complexType> 
<xs:sequence> 
<xs:element name="bind_obj" minUccurs="o" maxUccurs="unbounded"> 
<xs:com plexType> 










































<xs:element name="publication" max~ccurs="unbounded"> 
<xs:complexType> 
<xs:sequence> 
<xs:eiement name="title" type="xs:string"/> 













<xs:attribute name="disputed" type="xs:boolean" use="optional"/> 
</xs:com plexType> 
<xs:complex7ype name="BIND sites type"> 
<xs:sequence> 
<xs:element name="bind site" maxc~ccurs="unbounded"> 
<xs;complexType> 
<xs:sequence> 
<xs:element name="from" type="xs:integer"I> 
<xs:element name="to" type="xs:integer"/> 
</xs:sequence> 

















<xs:element name="BIND object"> 
<xs:complexType> 
<xs:attribute name="reflD" type="xs:IDREF" use="required"/> 
</xs:complexType> 
</xs:element> 
<xs:element name="location" type="Seq-locType"I> 
<Ixs:choice> 
</xs : com plexType> 
<xs:complexType name="Seq-locType"> 
<xs:sequence> 
<xs:eiement Warne="sequence_location" minaccurs="o" max~ccurs="unbounded"> 
<xs:complexType> 
<xs:sequence> 
<xs:element name="from" #ype="xs:integer"1> 
<xs:element name="to" type="xs:integer" minOccurs="0"/> 









<xs:element name="scale factor" type="xs:integer"/> 
<xs:element name="scaled_integer value" type="xs:integer"/> 

























<xs:attribute name="required" type="xs:boolean" use="optional"/> 
</xs:extension> 
</xs: com plexContent> 
</xs:complexType> 
</xs:element> 




<xs:element name="BIND complex_set"> 
<xs:complexType> 
<xs:sequence> 
<xs:element name="BIND_complex" maxOccurs="unbounded"> 
<xs:complexType> 
<xs:sequence> 
<xs:element name="date" type="Date"/> 
<xs:element name="short label" type="xs:string"1> 
<xs:element name="update_set" rr~inOccurs="0"> 
<xs:complexType> 
<xs:sequence> 








<xs:element name="number" type="xs:integer"/> 




<xs:element name="interaction list" min~ccurs="0"> 
<xs:complexType> 
<xs:sequence> 
<xs:element name="interaction" maxt~ccurs="unbounded"> 
<xs:complexType> 









<xs:element name="BIND object" maxOccurs="unbounded"> 
<xs:complexType> 
<xs:attribute name="BIND_object id" type="xs:IDREF"use="required"/> 





<xs:element name="publication_set" type="BIND-pub-setType"/> 
</xs:sequence> 








<xs:element nar~~e="update_date" type="Date"I> 





<xs:element name="short name" type="xs:string"/> 
<xs:element name="date" type="Date"/> 





























<xs:element name="descr" type="xs:string" minCccurs="0"/> 
<xs:element Warne="cell-cycle" type="Cell-stagesType" minOccurs="0"/> 
</xs:sequence> 
</xs:complexType> 
<xs:element name="publication set" type="BIND-pub-setType"I> 
</xs:sequence> 
















<xs:attribute name="phase-id" type="xs:string" use="required"/> 
</xs:complexType> 
</xs:element> 








Appendix B: Sample Dataset Used in Use Case 
The sample data set is based on Epidermal Grow Factor Receptor pathway. Because of the 
complexity of the schema, not element is filled with data, only those element that is used in 
use case are give. 
(1). BIND_obj ect.xml 
<Molecular BIND> 
<BIND OBJECT SET> 










<BIND object BIND_object_id="0101"> 



















<BIND object BIND_object id="0108"> 




















<BIND object BIND_object id="0110"> 









<BIND_object BIND_object id="Q111"> 









<BIND object BIND_object id="0112"> 







<bind obj bind_obj_id="0113"/> 
<bindf obj bind_obj_id="0114"I> 
<bindr obj bind_obj_id="0115"/> 
<bind obj bind obj_id="0116"/> 




</B 1 ND_object> 
<BIND_object BIND_object id="0113"> 
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<hom ologous_seq uence_set> 
<bind obj bind_obj_id="0112"/> 
<bind_obj bind obj_id="0114"/> 
<bind_obj bind_obj_id="0115"/> 
<bind_obj bind_obj_id="0116"/> 












<hom ologous_seq uence_set> 
<bind obj bind_obj_id="0113"/> 
<bind obj bind_obj_id="0112"/> 
<bind obj bind obj_id="0115"/> 
<bind_obj bind_obj_id="0116"/> 
<bind obj bind_obj_id="0117"/> 




<BIND object BIND_object id=" 115"> 







<bind obj bind obj_id="0113"/> 
<bind_obj bind_obj_id="0114"/> 
<bind_obj bind_obj_id="0112"/> 
<bind obj bind obj_id="0116"/> 
















<bind obj bind obj_id="0115"/> 
<bind_obj bind_obj_id="0112"/> 




</BI N D_object> 









<bind obj bind_obj_id="0114"/> 
<bind obj bind obj_id="0115"/> 
<bind_obj bind_obj_id="0116"/> 





<BIND_object BIND object id="0118"> 






<hom ologous_seq uence_set> 
<bind obj bind_obj_id="0119"/> 
<bind obj bind_obj_id="0120"/> 




<BIND object BIND_object id="0119"> 







<bind obj bind_obj_id="0118"/> 
<bind obj bind_obj_id="0120"/> 




<BIND object BIND object id="0120"> 
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<bind obj bind_obj_id="0123"/> 





<BIND object BIND_object id="0122"> 







<bind_obj bind_obj_id="0121 "/> 




</BI N D_object> 
<BIND object BIND object id="0123"> 






<hom ologous_seq uence_set> 
<bind obj bind_obj_id="0121 "/> 





<BIND object BIND object id="0124"> 
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<bind_obj bind obj_id="0125"/> 

















<BIND_object BIND_object id="0126"> 







<bind obj bind_obj_id="0127"/> 



















<BIND object BIND object_id="0128"> 














<BIND_object BIND_object id="Q129"> 








<bind obj bind_obj_id="0130"/> 
<bind obj bind_obj_id="0131 "/> 




<BIND object BIND_object id="0130"> 






<hom ologous_seq uence_set> 
<bind obj bind_obj_id="0129"/> 












<hom ologous_seq uence_set> 
<bind_obj bind_obj_id="U129"/> 
<bind obj bind_obj_id="0130"/> 













<bind obj bind obj_id="0133"/> 




</BI N D_object> 
<BIND_object BIND object id="0133"> 













<BIND object BIND_object id="0134"> 







<bind obj bind_obj_id="0132"/> 















<BIND_object BIND_object id="0137"> 




















<BIND object BIND_object id=" 139"> 
























</BI N D_object> 
<BIND object BIND_object id="0141"> 


























</BI N D_object> 
<BIND_object BIND_object id="0143"> 









<BIND_object BIND object id="0144"> 









<B1ND object BIND_object id="0145"> 









<B1ND_object BIND_object id="tJ146"> 
<short label>ATP</short_label> 
<tYPe> 
<small molecule>...</small molecule> 
</type> 
</BI ND_object> 
<BIND_object BIND_object id="0147"> 










<BIND_object BIND_object id="0148"> 









<BIND object BIND_object_id="0149"> 


















</B I N D_object> 
<BIND object BIND_object id="0150"> _ 














<BINDl complex bind complex id="C2001"> 






<bind object bind_object id="0112"> 
<bind object bind_object id="0113"> 
</sub units> 
</B I ND_com plex> 
<BIND_complex BIND_complex id="C2002"> 






<bind object bind_object id="0112"> 
<bind object bind object id="0114"> 
</sub units> 
</BI ND_complex> 
<BIND_complex B1ND_complex id="C2003"> 





<bind_object bind_object id="0112"> 
<bind object bind_object id=" 115"> 
</sub units> 
</BI ND_com plex> 
<BIND_complex BIND_complex id="C2004"> 





<bind_object bind_object id="0100"> 
<bind_object bind_object id="0112"> 
<bind_object bind_object id="0113"> 
</sub units> 
</BI N D_com plex> 






<bind_object bind_object id="0100"> 
<bind object bind_object id="0112"> 
<bind object bind_object id="0114"> 
</sub units> 
</BI ND_com plex> 






<bind object bind_object id="0100"> 
<bind object bind_object_id="0112"> 
<bind object bind_object id="0115"> 
</sub units> 
</B I N D_com plex> 
<BIND_complex BIND complex id="C2007"> 






<bind object bind_object id="0101 "> 
<bind_object bind_object id="0112„> 
<bind object bind_object id="0114"> 
</sub units> 
_ 
</B I N D_com plex> 
<BIND complex BIND complex id="C2008"> 





<bind_object bind_object id="0101 "> 
<bind object bind object id="0112"> 
<bind object bind_object id="0115"> 
</sub units> a
</B I N D_com plex> 




<BIND interaction set> 
<BIND interaction interaction id="11001"> 
<BIND_interaction_a BIND object id="0112"/> 
<BIND_interaction a BIND_object id="0113"/> 








<action direction>none</action direction> 
<action type>not-specified</action_type> 
<result> 






<BIND interaction interaction id="11002"> 
<BIND_interaction a BIND object id="0112"/> 
<BIND_interaction a BIND_object id="0114"/> 






<B I N D_action_set> 
<BIND action> 
<action direction>none</action direction> 
<action_type>not-specified</action_type> 
<result> 





</B I N D_i ntera cti on_d escri pti on> 
</BIND interaction> 
<BIND interaction interaction id="11003"> 
<BIND_interaction a BIND_object id="0112"/> 







<B I N D_action_set> 
<BIND action> 
<action direction>none</action direction> 
<action_type>not-specified</action_type> 
<result> 
<result object bind_object id="C2003"/.> 
</result> 
</B I ND_action> 
</BIND action set> 
</BI ND_interaction_description> 
</BIND interaction> 
<BIND interaction interaction id="11004"> 
<BIND_interaction_a BIND_object id="0100"/> 









<action direction>a-b</ction direction> 
<action type>add<laction_type> 
<result> 
<result object bind object id="C2004" activate="true"/> 
</result> 
</BI N D_action> 
</BI ND_action_set> 
</B I N D_i nteraction_descri ption> 
</BIND interaction> 
<BIND interaction interaction id="11005"> 
<BIND_interaction_a BIND object id="0100"/> 







<B I N D_action_set> 
<BIND action> 
<action direction>a-b<laction direction> 
<action type>add</action type> 
<result> 
<result object bind_object id="C2005" activate="true"/> 
</result> 
</BI N D_action> 
</BIND action set> 
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</BI N D_interaction_description> 
</BIND interaction> 
<BIND interaction interaction id="11006"> 
<BIND_interaction a BIND_object id="0101"/> 







<publication set disputed="false"> 
<publication> 













<B I N D_action_set> 
<BIND action> _ 
<action direction>a-b</action direction> 
<action type>add</action_type> 
<result> 




</BI N D_interaction_descri ption> 
</BIND interaction> 
<BIND interaction interaction id="11007"> 
<BIND interaction a BIND_object id="0100"/> 







<BIND action_set> _ 
<BIND action> 
<action direction>a-b<action direction/> 
<action type>add</action type> 
<result> 
<result object bind object id="C2006" activate="true"/> 
</result> 
</BIND action> 
</B1ND action set> 
</BI ND_interaction_description> 
</BIND interaction> 
<BIND interaction interaction id="!1008"> 
<BiND_interaction a BIND_object id="0101 "/> 
<BIND_interaction a BIND_object id="C2003"/> 






















<B I N D_action_set> 
<BIND action> _ 
<action direction>none</action direction> 
<action type>add</action_type> 
<result> 
<result object bind object id="C2008" activate="true"/> 
</result> 
</BIND action> 
</B1 N D_action_set> 
</BI ND_interaction_description> 
</BIND interaction> 
<BIND interaction interaction id="11009"> 
<BIND_interaction a BIND_object id="C2004"/> 
<BIND_interaction a BIND_object id="0118"1> 






<BIND action_set> _ 
<BIND action> 









</BI N D_action_set> 
</BI ND_interaction_description> 
</BIND interaction> 
<BIND interaction interaction id="11010"> 
<BIND_interaction a BIND_object id="0121"/> 
<BIND_interaction a BIND_object id="0124"/> 
<B I N D_interaction_description> 
<place> 
<general_place> 
< s to rt> cyto p l a s m i c-membrane </s to rt> 
</general~lace> 
</place> 
<B I N D_action_set> 
<BIND action> 
<action direction>none</action direction> 
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<BIND interaction interaction id="11041"> 
<BIND_interaction a BIND_object id="0104"I> 
<BIND_interaction_a BIND_object id="0126"/> 
<BI ND_interaction_description> 
<B I N D_action_set> 
<BIND action> 
<action direction>none</action direction> 
<action_type>add</action_type> 
<result> 






<BIND interaction interaction id="11011"> 
<BIND_interaction_a BIND_object id="0105"/> 




<action direction>none</action direction> 
<action type>add</action type> 
<result> 
<result object bind object id="C2010" activate="true"/> 
</result> 
</BIND action> 
</BI N D_action_set> 
</BI ND_interaction_description> 
</BIND interaction> 
<BIND interaction interaction id="11012"> 
<BIND_interaction a BIND_object id="0124"/> 
<BIND_interaction a BIND_object id="C2010"/> 






<B I N D_action_set> 
<BIND action> 
<action direction>a-b</action direction> 
<action type>trans_phosphate</action_type> 
<result> 
<result object bind_object id="C2009" activate="true"I> 
</result> 
<IBI ND_action> 
</BI N D_action_set> 
</BI N D_interaction_description> 
</BIND interaction> 
<BIND interaction interaction id="11013"> 
<BIND_interaction_a BIND_object id="0137"/> 
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<BIND interaction interaction id="11014"> 
<BIND_interaction_a BIND_object id="C2009"/> 







<BIND action set> 
<BIND action> 
<action direction>a-b</action d+rection> 









</BI N D_action_set> 
</BI ND_interaction_description> 
</BIND interaction> 
<BIND interaction interaction id="11015"> 
<BIND_interaction_a BIND_object id="0129"/> 
<BIND_interaction_a BIND_object id=H0139"/> 

















</BI N D_action_set> 
</BIND interaction description> 
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</BIND interaction> 
<BIND interaction interaction id="11039"> 
<BIND_interaction a BIND object id="0139"/> 
<BIND_interaction a BIND_object id="0141"/> 
< B I N D_i n to ra ct i o n_d es cri pti o n > 
<place> 
<general_place> 
< s t a rt> cyto p l a s m i c-membrane </s to rt> 
</general_place> 
</place> 
<B I ND_action_set> 
<BIND action> 












<BIND interaction interaction id="11016"> 
<BIND_interaction a BIND_object id="0141"/> 







<BIND action_set> _ 










</B1ND action set> 
</6I N D_interaction_description> 
</BIND interaction> 
<BIND interaction interaction id="11017"> 
<BIND interaction_a BIND object id="0141"/> 




<sta rt>n ucleus</sta rt> 
</general_place> 
</p{ace> 
<BIND action_set> _ 
<BIND action> 













<BIND interaction interaction id="11018"> 
<BIND_interaction_a BIND_object id="C2004"/> 



















</B I N D_i n to ra cti o n_d escri pti o n > 
</B1ND interaction> 
<BIND interaction interaction id="11019"> 
<BIND interaction a BIND_object id="0135"/> 
<BIND_interaction a BIND_object id="0138"/> 






<BIND action_set> _ 
<BIND action> _ 
<action direction>a-b</action direction> 











<BIND interaction interaction id="11020"> 
<BIND_interaction a BIND object_id="0138~/> 








<B I N D_action_set> 
<BIND action> 












<BIND interaction interaction id="11021"> 
<BIND_interaction_a BIND_object id="0108"/> 
<BIND_interaction_a BIND_object id="0117~/> 






<B I N D_action_set> 
<BIND action> 











<BIND interaction interaction id="11022"> 
<BIND_interaction_a BIND_object id="0117"/> 







<B I N D_action_set> 
<BIND action> 











<BIND interaction interaction id="11040"> 
<BIND_interaction_a BIND_object id="0123"/> 









<BIND action> _ 












<BIND interaction interaction id="11023"> 
<BIND_interaction a BIND object id="0104"/> 




<action direction>none</action direction> 
<action_type>add</action_type> 
<result> 
<result object bind_object_id="C2009" activate="true"/> 
</result> 
<IBIND action> 
</B I N D_action_set> 
</BI ND_interaction_description> 
</BIND interaction> 
<BIND interaction interaction id="11024"> 
<BIND_interaction a BIND_object id="0105"/> 
<BIND_interaction_a BIND_object id="0128"/> 
<BI ND_interaction_description> 
<B I N D_action_set> 
<BIND action> 
<action direction>none</action direction> 
<action type>add</action_type> 
<result> 






<BIND interaction interaction id="11025"> 
<BIND_interaction_a BIND_object id="0125N/> 
<BIND_interaction a BIND_object id="C2012"/> 
<B I ND_interaction_description> 
<place> 
<general~lace> 









<result object bind_object id="C2011"sctivate="true"/> 
</result> 
</BIND action> 
</BI N D_action_set> 
</BIND_interaction description> 
</BIND interaction> 
<BIND interaction interaction id="11026"> 
<BIND_interaction_a BIND_object id="C2011"/> 
<BIND_interaction a BIND_object id="0131"/> 




















<BIND interaction interaction id="11027"> 
<BIND_interaction_a BIND_object id="4131"/> 
<BIND_interaction_a BIND_object id="0140"/> 

















</BI N D_action_set> 
</BI ND_interaction_description> 
</BIND interaction> 
<BIND interaction interaction id="11028"> 
<BIND_interaction a BIND_object id="0140"I> 







<BIND action set> 
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<BIND action> 
<action direction>a-b</action direction> 











<BIND interaction interaction id="11029"> 
<BIND_interaction a BIND_object id="0141"/> 
<BIND_interaction a BIND_object id="0147"/> 






<B I N D_action_set> 
<BIND action> 

















<BIND interaction interaction id="11037"> 
<BIND_interaction_a BIND_object id="0147"/> 






















<BIND interaction interaction id="f1030"> 
<BIND_interaction a BIND_object id="0152"/> 







<B I N D_action_set> 
<BIND action> 












<BIND interaction interaction id="11031"> 
<BIND_interaction_a BIND_object id="0153"/> 
<BIND_interaction a BIND_object id="0151"/> 



















</BIND i nteraction> 
<BIND interaction interaction id="11032"> 
<BIND_interaction a BIND object id="0151"/> 







<B I N D_action_set> 
<BIND action> 










</BI N D_action_set> 
</BI ND_interaction_description> 
</BIND interaction> 
<BIND interaction interaction id="11033"> 
<BIND_interaction_a BIND object id="0150"/> 








<BIND action> _ 












<BIND interaction interaction id="11034"> 
<BIND_interaction a BIND_object id="C2004"/> 
<BIND_interaction_a BIND_object id="0121"/> 






<B I N D_action_set> 
<BIND action> 












<BIND interaction interaction id="11035"> 
<BIND_interaction_a BIND_object id="0148"/> 








<BIND action_set> _ 
<BIND action> 

























<step step_id="P001-001 "> 
<interaction interaction_id="11004" /> 
</step> 
<step step_id="P001-002"> 
<interaction interaction id="11034" /> 
</step> 
<step step_id="P001-003"> 
<interaction interaction_id="11010" /> 
</step> 
<step step_id="P001-004"> 
<interaction interaction id="11011" /> 
</step> 
<step step_id="P001-005"> 
<interaction interaction_id="11012" /> 
</step> 
<step step_id="P001-006"> 
<interaction interaction id="11014„ /> 
</step> 
<step step_id="P001-007"> 
<interaction interaction_id="11015" /> 
</step> 
<step step_id="P001-008"> 
<interaction interaction_id="11039" /> 
</step> 
<step step_id="P001-009"> 
<interaction interaction_id="11016" I> 
</step> 
<step step_id="P001-010"> 
<interaction interaction_id="11017" /> 
</step> 
<step step_id="POO 1-011 "> 
<interaction interaction_id="11018" /> 
</step> 
<step step_id="P001-012"> 
<interaction interaction_id="11029" /> 
</step> 
<step step_id="POO 1-013"> 








</B I N D_pathways> 
</Molecular BIND> 
